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ABSTRACT
A foundation of integrated socioeconomic and catch and effort 
data on Virginia's commercial sport fishing industry was established 
through questionnaire interviews with boat captains. A catch and 
effort survey of the charter fishery based in the Northern Neck area 
was made using voluntarily recorded daily logs during the 1979 season.
During 1978 approximately 24 head boats were operating from May 
to October out of ports in three of the four analytical regions. 
Regionally, mean gross revenues per boat ranged from $7,767 to 
$54,446. Head boats in Virginia Beach incurred the highest costs but 
had the highest mean net revenues and returns to management. Effort 
variables , mean annual and monthly trips per boat and number of 
fishermen per trip were computed. Approximately 39,339 half-day and 
25,820 full-day angler-trips were made on head boats in 1978. 
Bottom-fish comprised 87% of the head boat catch by weight with spot, 
Atlantic croaker, black sea bass, and weakfish making up the majority 
of the landings. Bluefish were of secondary importance. Total catch 
reported by the head boats surveyed (n=16) equalled approximately
560.000 pounds.
Approximately 110 charter boats were operating during 1978 from 
April to October in all four regions. Businesses were divisible into 
full- and part-time operations. For full-time businesses, mean gross 
revenues ranged from $6,374 to $27,438 by region. Full-time 
businesses in Virginia Beach/Norfolk and on the Eastern Shore had the 
highest mean net revenues and returns to management. Gross revenues 
gained by part-time operations in all regions were generally only 
enough to cover fixed costs. An estimated 1,167 half-day and 39,657 
full-day angler-trips were made on charter boats in 1978. Primary 
target species varied by region, but overall the species composition 
of the total catch was: bluefish- 53%, bottom-fish- 32%, bluefin
tuna- 12%, white marlin and other offshore pelagics- 3%. Total catch 
reported by the charter boats (n=69) surveyed equalled approximately
1 .200.000 pounds.
Catch and effort data was returned from 626 charter trips during 
the Northern Neck survey. Bluefish and bottom-fish were the target 
species on 87% and 13% of the trips, respectively. The highest mean 
monthly catch rate occurred in July with 86.5 fish per bluefish trip, 
or 2.6 fish per person per hour. The estimate of the total catch of 
the fishery from May to October, 1979 was 102,540 fish of which 
bluefish comprised 89%, weakfish- 7%, spot- 2%, and Atlantic croaker- 
1%.
Head boat and charter boat businesses generated $2.3 million and 
$4.7 million, respectively in direct and indirect expenditures during 
1978. Economic factors may regulate future growth of the fishery more 
than fishing success. This service industry is dependent on 
interactions of fish availability and customer demand; management 
strategies should be designed with this perspective.
THE SOCIOECONOMIC AND FISHERIES CHARACTERISTICS 
OF VIRGINIA'S COMMERCIAL SPORT FISHING INDUSTRY
INTRODUCTION
During the past two decades marine recreational fishing in the 
United States has increased to the point where it is now recognized as 
a major impact on fishery resources requiring research and management. 
A survey by the National Marine Fisheries Service (Ridgeley and Deuel, 
1975) estimated that 10.8 million people participated in recreational 
finfishing and shellfishing in coastal waters from Maine to Virginia 
in 1973-74. It is presumed that this level of use effects economic as 
well as biological systems. Depletion of commercially exploited fish 
stocks and increasing pressure by foreign and domestic fishing fleets 
off the U.S. coast led to formulation of the Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (FCMA) of 1976 (PL 94-265). This law, besides creating 
a 200 mile fishery jurisdictional zone, integrated recreational 
fishing into the national policies of fisheries management. The FCMA 
established eight regional management councils to prepare fishery 
management plans. These plans are to be designed with the goal of 
achieving optimum yield, which, according to the FCMA, will provide 
the greatest overall benefits to society in relation to food supply 
and recreational opportunities, and requires the inclusion of economic 
and social factors in determining allowable harvest.
The biological, economic, and sociological data base necessary to 
fulfill these management goals has not been consistently available for 
most marine sport fisheries, and the importance of its immediate 
acquisition has been stressed by many (Harville, 1975; Alverson, 1976; 
Schoning, 1977; Meyer, 1977). From national surveys some rough
2
3estimates are available on total and regional levels of recreational 
catch and effort (Deuel, 1973; Bromberg, 1973), and on sport 
fishermens' expenditures and economic impacts (Centaur Management 
Consultants, Inc., 1977). The results of these studies show only 
large scale patterns and are not generally useful to state or local 
agencies needing specific biological or economic information for 
evaluation of recreational fisheries. Only a few states, for example, 
California, Florida, and Maryland, have been active in documenting 
their sport fishing harvest and determining its economic importance in 
the past 25 years.
Sampling the recreational fishery is complicated by the diversity 
of activities characteristic of marine sport fishing. People fish 
from a variety of structures, vessels, and shorelines, during various 
seasons, and for different types of fish within one day. Studies have 
often been directed towards a particular type of fishing effort, such 
as, pier fishing, angling from private boats, or trips aboard 
commercial sport fishing vessels. These commercial sport fishing 
enterprises, which are commonly known as charter and head boats, ^ 
occupy a special position in recreational fisheries. Although 
abundance of particular fish stocks creates the business potential, a
•^charter boat - boat for hire at a set rate per trip, usually carrying 
6 fishermen or less
head boat - boat that charges trip fees on a per person ("head")
basis, carries more than 6 fishermen; also called party 
boats
4market of fishermen willing to pay for the experience is necessary for 
success. The number of charter and head boats operating in marine 
waters from all coastal states except Alaska and Hawaii was estimated 
to be 3,963 in 1977 with the greatest proportion (63%) of the fleet 
located in the Atlantic region (Fraser et al., 1977). Another study 
estimated that the total fees paid to all U.S. charter and head boats 
in 1975 was $122 million, an increase of almost 30% since 1972 
(Centaur Management Consultants, Inc., 1977).
As a component of the marine recreational fisheries, the charter 
and head boat industries have been studied with greater ease and 
success because they are identifiable through licensing requirements, 
have fixed landing sites, and maintain a regularity of fishing effort. 
Many states have been able to acquire catch and effort data through 
the use of log books or creel censuses at landing sites; using this 
data base, attempts to evaluate economic impacts have been made. 
Otherwise, studies have been directed at obtaining specific economic 
information by interviewing or contacting boat captains and fishermen. 
The catch and effort of charter and head boats located in New York and 
New Jersey has been surveyed several times since 1948 (e.g. Buller and 
Spear, 1950; June and Reintjes, 1957; Briggs, 1962; Christensen and 
Clifford, 1979). Maryland has a relatively long record of 
investigations of the landings and economic impacts of Atlantic Ocean 
and Chesapeake Bay charter and head boat fisheries (Earle, 1940; 
Buzzell and Walker, 1954; Frisbie and Ritchie, 1963; Speir et al.
1977). Through work by the National Marine Fisheries Service, North
5Carolina has recently accumulated catch and effort statistics on its 
charter and head boat fleet (Huntsman, 1976; Huntsman et al., 1978; 
Mannoch and Laws, 1979). Florida, recognizing early the potential 
economic impact of recreational fisheries, has acquired a 
comprehensive data base on Gulf and Atlantic commercial sport fishing 
fleets (e.g. Ellis et al., 1958; Irby, 1974; Prochaska and Cato, 1975; 
Gentle, 1977; Browder et al., 1978). Information available on Texas 
charter boats is mainly socioeconomic (Schmeid, 1975; Ditton et al.,
1978). In California, head boats have been required by law to keep 
daily catch logs since 1936 which are compiled and analyzed by the 
California Department of Fish and Game (Young, 1969). Economic 
evaluations of California head boat fisheries are also available 
(Mahoney, 1960; Gruen et al., 1972).
A central factor that initiated the present study was the lack of 
contemporary socioeconomic or catch and effort data on Virginia*s 
sport fisheries, including the charter and head boat fleet. Richards 
(1965) identified trends in species composition of the catch of 
charter boats located on Virginia's Eastern Shore, and earlier 
(Richards, 1962), attempted to estimate the private and party boat 
effort and catch in Virginia's portion of the Chesapeake Bay for a 
five year period. Since these two studies were published, it is 
likely that sport fishing effort has increased significantly if 
Virginia follows the trends found in other states and in nationwide 
surveys. Speir et al. (1977) estimated that in Maryland's portion of 
the Chesapeake Bay, fishing trips increased at an annual rate of 2.1%
6in the 14 years following a similar survey by Elser (1965). Ignoring 
the magnitude of the sport harvest and basing management policies for 
Virginia or the mid-Atlantic region on commercial landing statistics 
alone could lead to ineffective management of fish stocks. The 
addition of an economic understanding of Virginia*s sport fisheries is 
important for useful comparisions with commercial fisheries and for 
resolution of possible conflicts between the two user groups.
Characterization of Virginia’s charter and head boat industry is 
a necessary step in researching the marine recreational fisheries.
The objectives of the study were twofold: 1) to collect socioeconomic
and fisheries data on charter and head boat operations in order to 
describe and understand operator characteristics, business and 
economic structure, vessels and equipment, fishing effort and catch, 
and current factors affecting the status and future of the industry; 
and 2 ) to survey a complete season's activity of a particular group of 
charter boats by obtaining catch and effort data through voluntarily 
recorded daily log sheets.
The working hypothesis contends that Virginia's charter and head 
boat fleet forms an important sector of the marine recreational 
fishery, contributes substantially to coastal economies, and, as a 
significant user of marine resources, requires the consideration of 
state and federal management agencies.
METHODS
I. Questionnaire Survey 
Questionnaire Design
Data on the charter and head boat industry was collected by 
personal interviews with boat captains using a structured 
questionnaire (Appendix I). The interview schedule was modelled after 
several questionnaires available from similar studies (Schmied, 1975; 
Ditton et al. , 1978; Abbas, 1978) and from data published in others 
(Coastal Zone Resources Corporation, 1972; Brown and Holemo, 1975; 
Prochaska and Cato, 1975). In preparing the questionnaire the 
emphasis was on keeping it as short, concise, and well organized as 
possible, while maximizing the amount of information gained. It was 
believed that success would be highest when interview time was short 
and when one category of information was requested at a time.
Schmied1s (1975) questionnaire was too long for use, and that used by 
Ditton et al., (1978) was too loosely organized for the present study. 
Instead of asking for yearly variable expenses as in Abbas (1978), 
which might be unavailable, variable costs on a per trip basis were 
requested. Thus, an emphasis was placed on acquiring accurate 
information on the trips made by each captain. Accordingly if an 
operator was reluctant to state his gross revenues per year, an 
estimate could still be calculated from the number of trips made times 
the price per trip.
8It was also Important that use of the questionnaire be flexible 
since the nature of the fishery was somewhat unknown. If a question 
did not directly elicit the appropriate answer, it was necessary to 
improvise questioning so that the information required was obtained. 
The format of the questionnaire consisted of six sections: 1)
owner/operator information 2) business structure 3) vessel 
characteristics 4) economic information 5) catch information and 6 ) 
general information on problems, conflicts, customers and industry 
history. A draft of the questionnaire was critically reviewed by two 
members of different charter boat associations before a final version 
was printed.
Sampling
The first task in creating a sampling regime was to identify the 
captains or boats in active operation and their precise location.
This information was obtained from a brochure on sport fishing in 
Virginia published by the Virginia State Travel Service (1978), 
membership lists from three industry associations (Northern Neck 
Charter Boat Association, Tidewater Charter Boat Association, and 
Kings Creek Charter Boat Association) and from contacts at marinas 
where groups of charter and head boats were docked. Boats that 
operated temporarily in Virginia waters and had home ports in other 
states were not included in the sampling population. Charter and head 
boats were not separated in the sampling regime because sources did 
not always indicate which type of boat the captain operated. This was 
not perceived to be a problem however because a random sample design
9should yield a representative proportion of charter boats to head 
boats.
Due to the well-known diversity of fishing environments in 
Virginia and to the differences in regional locations of charter and 
heat boats (i.e. rural vs. metropolitan) the total boat population was 
stratified into separate groups. It was assumed that charter boat 
operations fishing primarily in offshore oceanic waters for pelagic 
fish species and home-ported in a resort city would have significantly 
different economic and fisheries characteristics than boats fishing in 
the Mid-Chesapeake Bay out of ports located in rural areas.
Therefore, businesses operating in particular regions, whether they 
were head or charter boats, were grouped together. If the total 
population was not stratified, a simple random sample could possibly 
misrepresent the true nature of the industry.
The five stratification regions designated were; 1) Rudee Inlet 
(Virginia Beach, oceanside) 2) Virginia Beach and Norfolk Chesapeake 
Bay ports (Lynnhaven, Little Creek, and Willoughby Bay) 3) Lower 
Peninsula (Hampton) and York River ports A) Rappahannock and Potomac 
River ports and 5) Eastern Shore ports (Figure 1). From each of these 
regional groups a random sample of 75% of the operating captains was 
drawn using a random numbers table.
Initial contact with boat captains was accomplished by sending 
out a cover letter (Appendix I) explaining the nature and purpose of 
the study, followed by telephoning the captain to make an interview
SAM PLING  REGIONS: (1) Rudee Inlet, (2) Virginia Beach and Norfolk Chesa­
peake Bay ports, (3) Ham pton/York River, (4) Rappahannock and Potomac 
Rivers, (5) Eastern Shore. (Roman numerals = Analytical regions)
11
appointment. A schedule was organized so that three or four captains 
located in the same area could be interviewed on the same day. An 
interview lasted from one-half to three hours and was conducted at a 
location convenient for the captain. Interviewing began in January 
1979 and was terminated in September 1979. If an appointment for an 
interview was refused by a captain, another business was added to the 
sample by random selection.
Data Analysis
For analysis, several divisions or regroupings of the data were 
necessary. Head boat operations were analyzed separately from charter 
fishing businesses. Charter businesses were divisible into full and 
part-time operations because of major differences in effort (number of 
trips), total catch, and economic parameters. The five sampling 
regions were modified into four analytical groups by combining 
sampling region 1 (Rudee Inlet) with sampling region 2 (Virginia 
Beach/Norfolk Chesapeake Bay ports) in order to insure the 
confidentiality of head boat businesses. Results are thus reported by 
analytical regions, which are defined as: Region I - Virginia
Beach/Norfolk, Region II - Hampton/York River, Region III - 
Rappahannock/Potomac area, Region IV - Eastern Shore. Where data in a 
particular category of information, such as types of fishing trips, 
showed a natural division between boats within a region, separate 
results are reported for that category. Data are reported in English 
units of measurement and their metric equivalents can be computed by 
using the conversion values in Appendix III.
12
Data manipulations were accomplished using the SPSS (Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences) program package (Nie et al., 1975). 
Descriptive statistics (mean, range, variance, standard deviation, 
standard error, skewness, and kurtosis) were computed for parametric 
variables of each type of boat operation (head, full-time charter, 
part-time charter) in each analytical region. Nominal or attribute 
data were combined with frequencies for statistical analysis or were 
treated as percentages for description. For particular variables, 
t-tests or a one way analysis of variance were used to test for 
differences between analytical regions. Other statistical analyses 
included chi-square tests and computing a correlation coefficient.
Several variables necessary for the economic analysis were 
computed from the raw data. To compute annual vessel depreciation, 
boats were grouped by length and hull type (wood or fiberglass). 
Determination of the depreciation value was made by computing the 
change in the present market value of the vessel with age. Previous 
studies computed an annual depreciation by subtracting a salvage value 
from the initial cost and dividing by estimated years of useful life 
(Brown and Holemo, 1975; Cato and Prochaska, 1977; Abbas, 1978). It 
was not feasible in this study to determine salvage values because of 
the diversity of boats operating in Virginia, and data on initial 
investments were not requested. Since the mean age of all vessels was 
15.3 years and because the reported market values of boats over 20 
years old appeared to stabilize, it was determined that 20 years would 
be the most useful period for evaluating depreciation. Within groups,
13
present market values (PMV) were averaged for each 5-year age division 
in the depreciation period in order to reduce the wide variation in 
the reported market values of boats close in age. Depreciation was 
computed as:
average PMV (1st 5-year period) - average PMV (4th 5-year period) 
average age (4th 5-year period) - average age (1st 5-year period)
Annual use depreciation values, or replacement costs were 
determined for major fishing gear (rods and reels), electronic 
equipment, and engines, from the reported investment necessary to 
replace these items and their reported years of useful life. For 
diesel engines most operators reported that instead of buying a new 
engine for replacement, the old engine was completely overhauled or 
rebuilt when necessary. Thus, use depreciation for diesel engines was 
computed as the reported price of a major overhaul divided by number 
of years between overhauls.
Fixed costs or business expenses that are independent of the 
number of fishing trips made, are: slip rent or dockage,
depreciation, insurance, and loan payments. Yearly variable costs or 
those that vary with the amount of fishing effort, are crew wages 
(mates* salary), fuel and oil, bait, ice,^ repair and maintenance 
(hull, minor engine work, electronics, and fishing gear), replacement 
of minor fishing tackle (lures, line, hooks, sinkers), and advertising
^Total yearly fuel/oil, bait, or ice costs = cost of each expense per 
trip x number of trips.
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and booking. Gross revenue was computed as the total income from 
fishing fees and equals the fee per trip times the number of trips, or 
fee per fisherman times average number of fishermen per trip times 
number of trips.^ Net return to the operation was computed as gross 
revenue minus total costs. Unless a captain reported his annual 
salary, returns to captain’s labor, or captain’s salary was computed 
to be the average wage per trip that was paid to hired skippers 
($50.00) times total number of trips (note: hired skippers occur on a
minority of boats). Browder et. a l . (1978) also evaluated returns to 
captains' labor by this method. Return to management (profit or loss) 
was computed by subtracting captain's salary from the net revenues of 
the business. Taxes and opportunity costs (interest on investment) 
were not a part of this final return figure. Total gross revenues 
attributable to the charter or head boat fishery were estimated for 
each region by multiplying mean gross revenues per business times the 
number of businesses assumed to be in operation.
Although the questionnaire only asks for trips per month and 
average catch (in pounds) per trip per month, catch and effort 
information was collected on a species basis when the captain 
explained his fishing effort by target species. Catch per month, used 
when effort is described as a type of fishing, such as 
'bottom-fishing', or catch per species was computed by:
3Although an estimate of gross revenue was requested from the captain, 
the number of useful responses was minimal; therefore, a standard 
computation was necessary.
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No. of trips/month X ave. catch (lbs.)/trip
No. of trips, species A X ave. catch (lbs.), species A/trip
For certain target species, such as white marlin (Tetrapturus albidus) 
or black drum (Pogonias cromis) , average number of fish caught per 
trip was reported, as well as average weight, and catch in number of 
fish caught was computed.
Total catch per boat per season, by species or type of trip, was 
summed to yield the total catch of the boats surveyed per fishing 
fleet for the regional groups of charter and head boats. Effort 
variables computed were: average number of trips per boat-year by
species or type of trip, average number of fishermen per trip, and
total number of angler-days per year. The total number of angler
trips provided by all head or charter boats was estimated by 
multiplying mean anglers per trip times mean trips per boat-year times 
number of boats assumed to be in operation.
II. Northern Neck Charter Boat Catch and Effort Survey 
Feasibility Study - Fall 1978
Conversations with the 1978 president of the Northern Neck 
Charter Boat Association^ revealed that this group of captains (n=37)
^The Northern Neck is the area of land between the Potomac and 
Rappahannock Rivers; charter boats in this Association fish the 
Chesapeake Bay in this area.
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would possibly be cooperative in keeping daily logs of their catch and 
effort for a season's survey. Thus, a preliminary survey was 
conducted to determine levels of response and to test the format of a 
daily log sheet. All captains of the Association were sent 
introductory letters and three log sheets with instructions (Appendix
II) in the first week of September 1978.
Data from returned log sheets were compiled and presented for 
immediate feedback in three categories: captain's response rate, trip
characteristics, and fishing catch and effort in total and by species; 
a summary was sent to all captains.
1979 Survey
According to Northern Neck captains interviewed, the low response 
rate to the Fall survey (16% returns) was due to a minimal level of 
fishing effort during September, October and early November instead of 
a lack of cooperation. In April 1979, catch log sheets were sent to 
actively operating captains of the Association (revised number = 3 1 )
to begin the season's survey. Log sheets had space for only 14
fishing days, hence records were generally returned quickly and 
continually. It was thus possible to compile several monthly 
summaries of preliminary catch and effort analysis for immediate 
feedback to the captains.
For final analysis of all returned log data, the following catch 
and effort statistics were computed for each month and type of trip:
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average number of trips/captain
average number of fishermen/trip
average number of hours fished/trip
average weight per fish (by species)
average catch (number and weight)/trip (by species)
average catch (number)/fishermen/trip (by species)
average catch (number)/fishermen-hour/trip (by species)
Total reported catch by species, by month and for the whole season, 
was computed. Data were then expanded to estimate the total catch of 
the fishery. Descriptive statistics for all variables were computed 
using the SPSS program.
During the 1979 season, three trips were made (June 18, July 2 
and July 18) on three Northern Neck charter boats, courtesy of the 
captains, to directly sample a trip's catch. All fish caught were 
weighed and measured (fork-length), and scale samples were taken from 
all bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix). This trip data provided a 
comparison for the data reported by captains' logs, and the trips 
themselves were valuable opportunities to observe the fishery.
III. -Wachapreague Charter Boat Catch and Effort Survey
At the request of the president of the Wachapreague Guides 
Association in May 1979, catch log sheets were devised for the 
Wachapreague charter boats; these were identical to those used in the 
Northern Neck except for the species list. The Association took the 
responsibility of distributing the sheets and explaining the survey to
18
its members. Returns for the season were so minimal that no 
statistical analysis was warranted.
RESULTS
Section I
Questionnaire Survey
The percent of active commercial sports fishing businesses 
successfully sampled in each region varied from 56 to 100%. The high 
percentage in Region II (Hampton/York River) is the consequence of all 
non-sampled businesses being found inactive. Interview refusals, 
repeated scheduling conflicts, time and travel restraints reduced the 
sample size in some regions below the 75% level. Table 1 presents a 
breakdown by region of the 1978 active business population and the 
number sampled.
A. HEAD BOAT OPERATIONS
Population and Location
Head boat businesses were surveyed in all sampling regions except 
the Eastern Shore. However, it is possible that a business may have 
been operating there in 1978, since there are currently (1980) reports 
of two head boats at Eastern Shore locations. Home ports of head 
boats sampled were: Rudee Inlet, Lynnhaven Inlet, Willoughby Bay,
Hampton (Hampton River, Poquoson River), Gloucester Point (York 
River), Locklies Creek (Rappahannock River) and Deltaville (Fig. 2). 
The total number of head boats sampled was 16. During sampling I 
ascertained that approximately 24 head boats were operating in 
Virginia in 1978 (Table 2).
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Figure 2. Locations of head boats in sample population - 1978
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TABLE 2
Number of head boats sampled and identified during study, 1978
Sampling 
Reg ion
1/2
3
4
5
Analytical
region
I
II
III
IV
No. headboats No. active
sampled (n) headboats identified
10
3
3
0
16
3
5
TOTAL 16
23
Captains* Personal Profiles
Head boat captains in the survey averaged 48 years of age and 
ranged from 22 to 66 years of age. Operators had been in the 
commercial sport fishing business for an average of 23 years and had 
been licensed captains for an average of 19 years. Many had previous 
experience operating other sport fishing boats. The mean values of 
head boat captains* ages, years in business, years as captain, and
previous operations by analytical region are shown in Table 3.
Captains in Region III (Rappahannock/Potomac River ports) were the
oldest and had been in operation the longest time; mean number of
years as a head boat captain was significantly different between 
Region I and Region III captains (a = .05). All head boat captains 
surveyed were Virginia residents.
Head boat fishing in Virginia is seasonal, thus most captains 
require an alternate source of income; 69% had other jobs and 25% were 
supplemented by retirement income. Of those with other occupations, 
53% were employed in marine trades, such as commercial fishing, 
marinas, boat-building, and shipping (Table 4). The most frequently 
stated reason, or motivation, for getting into the head boat business 
was for the enjoyment of the fishing. Regional differences in 
motivation were apparent; a majority of Virginia Beach/Norfolk (Region 
I) captains had "other" reasons for running a head boat, such as, 
"growing up in it," or as a compatible alternative to other commercial 
fishing. Most captains in the two other Regions were in the business 
to make a living (for a source of income) (Table 5).
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TABLE 3
Head boat captains' attributes by 
analytical region [mean (range)]
Region
Attribute_________ I (n=10) II (n=3) III (n=3) ALL (n=16)
Years in 17.7 27.0 36.3 22.9
business (2 - 50) (4 - 42) (29 - 40) (2 - 50)
Years as 9.8 27.0 36.3 18.5
captain (2 - 33) (4 - 42) (29 - 40) (2 - 40)
Other boats 4 3 3 3
operated (no.) (0 - 16) (0 - 7) (1 - 5) (0 - 16)
Age (yrs.) 42.0 55.7 58.7 47.7
(22 - 64) (45 - 63) (54 - 66) (22 - 66)
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TABLE 4
Alternate occupations of head boat captains 
expressed as percent of those surveyed
I (n=10) II (n=
Region
=3) III (n=3) ALL (n=16)
Captains with 
other job 60 100 67 69
1. marine trades 45 100 33 53
2 . professional, 
managerial, self- 
employed* 0 0 0 0
3. Craftsman, 
service worker, 
technician 15 0 33 16
Captains without 
other job 40 0 33 31
1. retired 30 0 33 25
2 . independent 
source of 
income 10 0 0 6
* in fields other than marine trades
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TABLE 5
Captains* motivations (by percentage) for 
operating a head boat business
Motive^ I (n=10)
Region 
II (n=3) III (n=3) ALL (n=16)
1 . "money" 10 67 100 38
2 . "fishing" 60 67 33 56
3. "boating" 30 0 0 19
4. "other"^ 50 0 0 31
■^Total percentages exceed 100% because more than one motive was often 
stated.
^See text for description.
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Business Structure
The majority of head boat businesses (53%) were individual 
proprietorships, 20% were partnerships and 27% were corporations; 75% 
of the head boat corporations were located in Virginia Beach and 
Norfolk (Region I), and none were found in Region III 
(Rappahannock/Potomac)• Owner-operations were predominant (75%), and 
Region I was the only area where boats run by hired captains (40%) 
were sampled. The operating season for head boats in Virginia is 
generally from April or May until September or October. The season 
may be extended on either end depending on weather, but customer 
demand is greatest from late May through September.
Effort data (trips) revealed three types of head boat operations: 
1) those specializing in half-day (3-4 hour) trips (31%), 2) those 
taking mainly full-day trips (50%), and 3) those running both full- 
and half-days trips (19%)• Region III head boats reported only a 
full-day trip structure, but Regions I and II had a mix of all three 
types of operations.
Half-day rates in 1978 ranged from $6.00 to $10.50 per person in 
Region I, from $7.00 to $10.00 in Region II. Full-day rates ranged 
from $12.00 to $18.50 per person in Region I, from $12.00 to $20.00 in 
Region II, and from $10.00 to $12.00 in Region III. Some head boats 
in Region I also offered a charter rate for full-day fishing trips to 
anglers9 clubs or other organizations wanting to reserve the boat.
The services included in the price of a fishing trip varied by and
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within region. Seventy percent of the Region I head boats provided 
tackle, bait, and ice for fish-storage, and 30% provided only tackle 
rental. Region II head boats provided bait, or had bait to sell (at 
cost), and ice; Region III boats occasionally had bait to sell and 
provided tackle if needed during the trip. All boats in Regions I and 
II had 1-3 mates (depending on the number of passengers) or 
bait-persons on board who offer assistance and instruction to the 
fishermen; 60% of these employees received a wage per trip plus tips, 
while others worked only for tips. Head boats surveyed in Region III 
did not employ mates.
Most head boat operators stated that the most successful method 
of attracting customers was by ’word-of-mouth* communication of 
satisfied fishermen; many felt that conventional advertising was also 
effective. In Region I, all head boats reported having all or most 
bookings done through the marina where they docked; Region II and III 
boats did their own bookings. Only 19% of all head boat captains 
belonged to a trade association.
Vessels and Equipment
Vessel characteristics of head boats often had a wide range of 
values and a large statistical variance, but the means do show trends 
in the data (Table 6). Newer and larger vessels with a greater 
cruising range typified the head boats in Region I. For Chesapeake 
Bay fishing, Region III vessels were smaller, had the lowest fuel
29
TABLE 6
Head boat vessel characteristics by region 
[mean (range) or percentage]
Vessel
Characteristics I (n=10)
Region 
II (n=3) III (n=3) ALL (n=16)
Length (ft.) 50
(40 - 65)
53.3 
(40 - 64)
41.3 
(40 - 43)
49.0 
(40 - 65)
Draft (ft.) 3.6 
(3 - 4)
4.0 
(2.5 - 5)
3.0 
(2.5 - 3.5)
3.6 
(2.5 - 5)
Displacement 
(net tons)
16.5 
(11 - 28)
* 8.3 
(7 - 10)
14.3 
(7 - 28)
Fuel capacity 
(gal.)
350
(100 - 1000)
183 
(70 - 240)
50
(45 - 52)
262 
(45 - 1000)
Cruising range 
(miles)
219 
(100 - 500)
* 54
(33 - 75)
177 
(33 - 500)
Vessel age (yrs.) 15.4 
(6 - 44)
25.0 
(5 - 50)
17.0 
(3 - 28)
17.5 
(3 -50)
Engine type 100% diesell 100% diesel 100% gas 81% diesel 
19% gas
Engine age (yrs.) 11.1 
(3 - 25)
13.3 
(3 - 32)
6.3 
(5 - 7)
10.6 
(3 - 32)
^single or twin diesel engines
* missing values
capacity, and were powered by gasoline engines. All head boats 
sampled were wooden hulled vessels.
Electronic equipment used most frequently on head boats were VHF 
radios, C.B. radios, and depth-finders or fish-finders (Table 7). The 
only boats with Loran sets were located in Region I. Region III 
vessels carried the least electronic equipment. Depth finders or fish 
finders ranked first in importance for equipment used to locate an 
area to fish. However, many captains relied heavily on their own 
experience for locating fish rather than electronics. Use of radios 
for sharing information on fishing sites was also frequently 
important.
Economic Analysis
The variances computed for economic variables, such as gross 
revenues, fixed and variable costs, were so large that reporting 
standard errors or computing confidence limits would be of little use. 
Mean values of the economic variables presented in Table 8 should be 
interpreted as a relative representation of the financial nature of 
head boat operations for a region. The breakdown of average annual 
costs and returns may not represent an actual vessel5s financial 
profile, since all costs are not incurred by all businesses. Within 
Region I, significant economic differences were observed between two 
groups of head boats; those operating out of Virginia Beach ports 
(Rudee Inlet and Lynnhaven Inlet), and those from the Norfolk port 
(Willoughby Bay).
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TABLE 7
Percent of head boats with electronic equipment
by region
Region
I (n=10) II (n=3) III (n=3) ALL (n=16)Equipment
Radar
Loran A
Loran C
Depth finder/ 
fish finder
1 unit
2 units 
VHF Radio 
CB Radio
30
10
30
60
20
100
100
33
0
0
100
0
100
100
100
0
100
0
25
6
19
75
13
100
81
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TABLE 8
Economic analysis of head boat businesses - 
annual costs and returns (1978)
Mean values per vessel 
Region I 
Virginia Beach (n=7)
(ranged) 
Norfolk (n=3)
Gross Revenue $54,446 (11,927-123,050) 13,152
Expenses: 
Variable Costs
crew wages 3,311 (0-8,858) 0
fuel and oil 4,241 (743-8,840) 813
bait 3,414 (743-6,000) 0
ice 614 (106-1,040) 0
repair & maintenance 2,258 (1,100-5,000) 933
lures, line, hooks, 676 (167-1,500) 125
etc.
advertising/booking 2,926 (1,430-5,300) 2,560
Total variable costs 17,440 (6,291-34,282) 4,431
Fixed costs
slip rent _2 _2
depreciation -
hull 2,161 (0-3,182) 1,860
engine 1,173 (500-2,000) 372
electronics 1,008 (330-2,760) 113
rods & reels 253 (125-455) 192
insurance 2,683 (1,000-4,000) 1,017
Total fixed costs 7,278 (3,366-11,922) 3,554
Total Costs 24,718 (10,011-46,204) 7,985
Net Revenue 29,728 (1,572-80,073) 5,167
Return to Capt's. Labor 7,718 (2,475-16,000) 3,467
Return to Management 
(before taxes, interest
on investment) 22,010 (-1,587-64,073) 1,700
■^ A range is not given for sample sizes less than four
^Slip rent is included with advertising/booking costs; see text for 
explanation.
TABLE 8 (continued)
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Region II (n=3) Region III (n=3)
Gross Revenue $15,553 7,767
Expenses: 
Variable Costs
crew wages 0 0
fuel and oil 983 1,400
bait 147 0
ice 298 0
repair & maintenance 709 1,217
lures, line, hooks,
etc* 20 53
advertising/booking 380 5
Total variable costs 2,537 2,675
Fixed costs
slip rent 0 120
depreciation -
hull 930 465
engine 187 793
electronics 268 160
rod & reels 157 44
insurance 900 725
Total fixed costs 2,442 2,307
Total costs 4,979 4,982
Net Revenue 10,574 2,785
Return to Capt®s. Labor 4,183 3,667
Return to Management 
(before taxes, interest
on investment) 6,391 "882
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A mean value for annual slip rent is missing for all Region I 
head boats because the majority of boats pay a standard commission, 
usually a percentage of gross revenues, to the marina where they are 
docked. This fee covers slip rent, booking services and advertising.
If a Region I boat did not pay a commission, slip rent charges were 
pooled with advertising/booking expenses for standardization.
Otherwise, if slip rent equals zero, head boats were docked on the 
owner*s property.
The greatest mean total operating costs ($24,718) were Computed 
for Virginia Beach head boats; mean total fixed costs ($7,278) and 
mean total variable costs ($17,440) were highest for these boats.
Mean total costs were fairly similar for boats in the three other 
groups, the lowest ($4,982) was for Region III boats. Total variable 
costs were generally higher than total fixed costs. Annual fuel and 
oil expenses formed the greatest proportion of variable costs for head 
boats in Regions II and III, followed by yearly repair and maintenance 
costs. Variable costs for Virginia Beach head boats were rather 
evenly distributed among categories of expenses. The largest annual 
fixed costs were insurance payments and hull depreciation (Table 8).
Mean gross and net revenues, captains* salaries, and returns to 
management were highest for Virginia Beach head boats, followed by 
Hampton/York River boats. Region III businesses showed a mean loss in 
returns to management. Some businesses in all groups of head boats 
incurred losses at the management level, but only 6% had a loss in net 
revenues.
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Total reported gross revenues from fees for all head boat 
businesses surveyed were $490,537 (Table 9). Total reported expenses 
(fixed and variable, not including returns to captain’s labor, 
interest on investment, or taxes) of all boats were $243,100.
Depending on the region, from 97 to 100% of this money is spent within 
the local community. Total wages from boats surveyed, including those 
computed for captains, equaled $111,150; 21% of these were for mate’s 
salaries.
Fishing Effort - Number of trips and number of fishermen
Effort characteristics distinguished three types of businesses 
among regions? 1) half-day trip operations, 2 ) full-day trip 
operations, and 3) half- and full-day trip operations (Table 10). 
Full-day operations (Type 2) were the most frequent among head boats 
(50%) in all regions. Type 3 businesses in Region I reported the 
greatest amount of effort (no. of trips). For all businesses 
surveyed, a total of 1,039 half-day and 920 full-day trips were 
reported for 1978 (Table 11). Monthly head boat effort is depicted in 
Figure 3. For operation Types 1 and 2, only the number of half-day 
trips and the number of full-day trips, respectively, were used for 
computing monthly averages. To simplify the analysis of Type 3 
operations, trips were standardized by dividing the number of half-day 
trips by two and adding this quotient to the number of full-day trips. 
The majority of half-day effort by Type 3 businesses is from June to 
September.
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TABLE 9
Summary of head boat reported 
gross revenues, total costs, and total wages (1978)
Region
Va. Beach
I
Norfolk
II III ALL
Reported gross 
revenues $381,121 39,456 46,660 23,300 490,537
Reported total 
costs^ 187,955 23,961 16,236 14,948 243,100
Mean percent of 
local spending 97% * 100% 100% 99%
Reported total wages:
Mates 23,175 0 0 0 23,175
Captains 54,025 10,400 12,550 11,000 87,975
^•Does not include taxes, interest on investment, or return to captains' 
labor.
*data incomplete
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TABLE 11
Total number of head boat trips 
reported, 1978
Type of trip
Region
I (n=10) II (n=3) III (n=3) ALL (n=16)
Half-day 901 138 0 1039
Full-day 518 182 220 920
TABLE 12
Head boat angler effort [mean number of fishermen per trip (range)]
Half-day trips Full-day trips
Region I 22,0 
(12 - 42)
26.0 
(13 - 40)
Region II 18.0 
(11 - 25)
14.5 
(5 - 25)
Region III 10.0
(10)
39
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The average number of head boat fishermen carried per half- or 
full-day trip, by region, is presented in Table 12. Boats carrying 
the most fishermen per trip were located in Region I, but the range of 
reported values is wide. The total number of half- and full-day 
angler-trips reported were 25,886 and 17,609 respectively. Region I 
reported the greatest total number of angler-trips (Table 13). 
Angler-trips per year is not equivalent to the number of individual 
fishermen taking trips on head boats because some fisherman take more 
than one trip per year. The average number of hours fished per trip 
was 3.2 and 6.0 for half- and full-day trips respectively; this 
variable did not differ significantly betgween regions.
Catch ~ Target Species, Locations, Method, Landings
Region I
Ten percent of the head boats surveyed in this area fished 
exclusively in ocean waters. These boats were located at the 
ocean-side port (Rudee Inlet) in Virginia beach. All other boats 
spent the majority of their time fishing in the Chesapeake Bay either 
in the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel or off Hampton and 
the Ocean View area of Norfolk; some made infrequent ocean trips. 
Primary target species for offshore fishing trips were Atlantic 
(Boston) mackerel (Scomber scombrus) from March to early April, black 
sea bass (Centropristis striata) from spring to fall, and tautog 
(Tautoga onitis) in the spring and fall months. Fishing for Atlantic 
mackerel involves locating a school and jigging with either artificial
41
TABLE 13
Total number of head boat 
angler-trips reported, 1978
Half-day
angler-trips
Full-day
angler-trips
Region I 23,626 13,204
Region II 2260 2205
Region III - 2200
ALL 25,886 17,609
TABLE 14
Region I (Virginia Beach only) 
head boats (n=10) total reported catch (lbs<>)
1978
Half-day trips Full-day trips ALL
Bluefish 4,550 49,500 54,050
Bottom-fish1 203,150 167,500 370,650
ALL 207,700 217,000 424,700
^-Bottom fish 
bass, spot,
catch includes primarily: 
weakfish.
Atlantic croaker, black sea
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bait or worms with the boat adrift. An investigation of the 1978 
recreational fishery for Atlantic mackerel in Virginia was made by 
Smith (1979). Atlantic mackerel season is short and is often limited 
by weather conditions. Head boats bottom-fish for tautog and black 
sea bass on wrecks, artificial reefs, and rock piles, using natural 
bait (squid, crab) either drifting or at anchor.
Of the head boats that fish primarily in the Chesapeake Bay, 56% 
reported beginning the season (usually in April) by taking smaller 
than average parties trolling for bluefish (Pomatomus saltatrix).
Some effort for bluefish may occur in the fall and they are also 
caught incidentally throughout the summer on bottom-fishing trips. 
Bottom-fishing trips begin in May or June for weakfish (grey sea 
trout, (Cynoscion regalis), Atlantic croaker (Micropogonias undulatus) 
and spot (Leiostomus xanthurus). Summer flounder (Paralichthys 
dentatus) are caught while bottom-fishing but are not as important a 
target species as the three sciaenids. Head boats generally drift 
over an appropriate substrate, such as sandy-bottom, oyster or mussel 
beds while anglers bottom-fish with natural baits, especially squid, 
bloodworms and cut-bait.
A computation of a vessel’s catch per season was possible only 
for head boats operating from Virginia Beach ports. Norfolk head boat 
captains reported that catch per trip or per month was so variable 
that they could not reliably estimate an average. They did report 
however that spot was the most abundant fish in their catch throughout
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the season, Atlantic croaker was second in abundance (especially in 
June and July), and weakfish were abundant in spring and fall catches.
Total reported catch of all species for the Virginia Beach head 
boats surveyed was 424,700 lbs. in 1978 (Table 14). Black sea bass 
dominated the catch of Virginia Beach head boats fishing offshore, 
followed by bluefish, and tautog. Spot dominated inshore catches, 
followed by Atlantic croaker and weakfish.
Region II
Head boats in this area fish in the lower Chesapeake Bay in the 
vicinity of Hampton and Poquoson and in the York River. Trolling 
trips for bluefish are made in April, May and October, while 
bottom—fishing trips took place from June to September. Target 
species on bottom-fishing trips are Atlantic croaker, spot, weakfish 
and summer flounder. Fishing is done while drifting with natural 
bait. Total reported catch of all species was 85,075 lbs., with 
bluefish equal to approximately 17% (Table 15). Of the total 
bottom-fish catch, spot were most numerous, followed by Atlantic 
croaker (especially in early summer), and weakfish.
Region III
Head boats fished in the Rappahannock River and in the Chesapeake 
Bay in the vicinity of the river1s mouth. Bottom-fishing for spot, 
Atlantic croaker and weakfish occurred from June to September or 
October. Boats drift or anchor, especially over oyster beds, and
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TABLE 15
Region II (Hampton/York River) head boats 
(n=3) total reported catch (lbs.), 1978
Half-day trips Full-day trips ALL
Bluefish 500 14,150 14,650
Bottom—fish^ 25,225 45,200 70,425
ALL 25,725 59,350 85,075
^Bottom-fish catch includes primarily 
summer flounder, weakfish.
: Atlantic croaker , spot,
TABLE 16
Residency and accommodations of head boat 
fishermen by region [mean percent]
Customer residency 
Local In-state
Overnight 
Out-of-state accommodation^
Region I
Virginia Beach 18 53 29 47
Norfolk 67 30 3 16
Region II 26 64 10 17
Region III 0 63 37 15
^Spending at least one night in a local motel or campground.
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fishermen generally use * peeler* crabs (blue crab, Callinectes 
sapidus, in the stage prior to molting) and bloodworms for bait. 
Occasionally trolling trips for bluefish are made in April or May and 
October.
Total reported catch of bottom fish by the head boats surveyed 
was 42,000 lbs; spot were the most abundant fish in the catch, 
followed by weakfish and Atlantic croaker. Total bluefish catch was 
estimated to be 6000 lbs., or 13% of total catch.
Additional Information - Customers, Conflicts, and Factors Affecting 
Future Operations
Residency of customers and their habits of overnight 
accommodation differed by area of operation (Table 16). Norfolk-based 
head boats served the highest percentage of local (within 25 miles) 
customers and Region III (Rappahannock/Potomac) boats drew the 
greatest proportion of out-of-state fishermen (typically from 
Washington, D.C., and other urban areas). Boats in Virginia Beach, a 
resort area, reported the highest percent (47%) of customers who spent 
the night in a local motel or campground before going fishing.
In Region I, 40% of the captains surveyed also used their head 
boats to fish commercially for Atlantic mackerel and/or black sea 
bass, but the extent of this effort was not determined. Thirty-three 
percent of the head boats in Regions II and III were used in other 
commercial fisheries.
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Weather conditions that most often restricted daily operations 
were winds greater than 15 to 25 knots, depending on the area to be 
fished. Weather reports by the National Weather Service broadcast 
over VHF radios were the most frequently utilized forecasts. Head 
boat captains who found the weather informaton inadequate (38%) 
expressed needs for more frequent updating and more localized 
reporting of weather conditions and predictions. Operations were most 
often limited by weather at the beginning and end of the fishing 
season.
Reported conflicts with gill netters and menhaden (Brevoortia 
tyrannus) purse-seiners are by direct interference. Trawler 
operations or gill net sets in preferred sport fishing areas were 
believed to either cause the sport fish to move out of the area or to 
interrupt head boat fishing activities. Possible over-fishing of 
black sea bass stocks was another concern. Captains (38%) claimed 
that most problems with other recreational boaters or anglers were due 
to the private boat owners* ignorance of the rules of the road and/or 
poor boat handling. Conflicts with sport divers occassionally occur 
on wreck sites.
Fish population fluctuations affect the composition of the head 
boat catch. Striped bass (Morone saxatilis) were an important 
component of head boat catches until 1973 and 1974. Presently it is a 
rare catch and their absence has shortened the late fall fishing 
season. Atlantic croaker stocks, which had been low for several years 
in Virginia, (Joseph, 1972) returned to higher levels of abundance in
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1975 and 1976 and became a major target species. Current bluefish 
abundance has added to the total catch, especially in spring months. 
Captains reported that catches of spot have always been fairly stable 
and are the foundation of the inshore bottom-fishery.
Water pollution that affects the availability of fish stocks was 
most often cited by captains as the major factor influencing the 
future success of the head boat fishery. Kepone^ pollution in the 
James River caused the closure in 1975 of estuarine waters to the 
harvesting of most finfish, and thus reduced the customary fishing 
grounds of head boats in the area. No precise economic impact of the 
closure on the head boat fishery is available (Kumpf, 1977), but some 
operators, especially in Norfolk and Hampton, claimed to have lost 
half of their business in the first season (1976) of the fishing ban. 
Another factor some operators believed important to future success was 
active promotion of recreational fisheries by state and local chambers 
of commerce or tourist and travel agencies.
B. CHARTER BOAT OPERATIONS
Population and Location
The number of active charter boat fishing businesses forming the 
1978 study population was 110. A total of 69 captains were surveyed
5Ke pone, a pesticide manufactured in Hopewell, Virginia, was found as 
a pollutant in the James River and as a residue in many finfish and 
shellfish of the James River and the lower Chesapeake Bay.
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in all sampling regions (Table 17). Home ports of the charter boats 
sampled were: Region I - Rudee Inlet, Lynnhaven Inlet, Little Creek;
Region II - Hampton (Back River, Poquoson River); Region III - 
Deltaville, Locklies Creek, Smith Point (Little Wicomico River), Coan 
River, Yeocomico River, Coles Point; Region IV — Cape Charles (Kings 
Creek), Oyster, Quinby, Wachapreague and Chincoteague (Figure 4).
Captains* Personal Profiles
Overall, charter boat captains averaged 49.8 years of age, and 
ages ranged from 22 to 81 years of age. Captains had been in the 
commercial sport fishing business for an average of 17.8 years and had 
been licensed captains for approximately 16 years. Many had previous 
experience in operating other sport fishing boats (Table 18). Within 
Region III, significant differences (a =.05) were found between 
part-time charter captains operating out of the Potomac River and 
those from Rappahannock River ports. Part-time Rappahannock River 
captains were older and had more experience in the business (Table 
19). Significant differences were not found between full-time 
captains in Region III.
Because of the seasonality of sport fishing in Virginia, no 
captain reported his charter business as his sole source of income; 
76.5% of the charter captains had another job and 23.5% were retired 
with compensation or other income. Captains employed in various 
marine trades (e.g. boat-building, marina operation, commercial 
fishing) formed 35.3% of the survey population, and 36.8% had
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TABLE 17
Number of charter boats sampled and 
identified during study, 1978
Sampling
Region
Analytical
region
No. charter 
Boats sampled (n)
No. active charter 
Boats identified
1/2 I 16 21
3 II 4 4
4 III 26 47
5 IV 23 38
ALL 69 110
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TABLE 18
Charter boat captains' attributes by 
analytical region [mean (range)]
Attribute I (n=16) II (n=4)
Region 
III (n=26) IV (n=23) ALL
Years in 
business
14.1 
(6 - 35)
13.5 
(6 - 20)
20.5 
(2 - 50)
18.3 
(3 - 50)
17.8 
(2 - 50)
Years as 
captain
12.3 
(2 - 33)
11.0 
(6 - 20)
18.8 
(2 - 50)
17.0 
(3 - 50)
16.2 
(2 - 50)
Other boats 
operated (no.)
3
(0 - 15)
2
(0 - 4)
2
(0 - 4)
1
(0 - 6)
2
(0 - 15)
Age (yrs.) 43.8 
(22- 63)
52.0 
(46 - 60)
53.2 
(34 - 81)
49.8 
(25 - 77)
49.8 
(22 - 81)
TABLE 19
Differences in attributes of Region III 
part-time charter captains [mean (range)]
Attribute
Region III 
Rappahannock (n=5)
sub-groups
Potomac (n=7)
Years in 35.0 14.1
business (10 - 50) (2 - 36)
Years as 35.0 9.7
captain (10 - 50) (2 - 18)
Other boats 3 1
operated (no.) (2 - 4) (0 - 2 )
Age (yrs.) 65.2 54.3
(57 - 81) (43 - 61)
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professional, managerial or self-employed occupations in other 
businesses, industry, or education (Table 20). A chi-square test of 
independence revealed that a significant (X^ = 19.19, probability = 
.024) association existed between location and captains1 alternative 
sources of income. Captains in Regions I and II most often held 
professional, managerial, or self-employed positions in fields other 
than marine trades. Region III and IV captains more often had 
alternative employment in marine trades. Additional occupations and
type of operation (full- or part-time) were not significantly
2
associated (X = 3.78, probability = .287).
The motivation for being in the charter fishing business most 
frequently reported (58%) by all captains was the enjoyment of and 
participation in fishing. Chartering as a source of income was also 
an important motivating factor (41%) (Table 21). The *other* category 
of motives included "to be on the water," "grew up into it" "father 
was a captain," "as a  seasonal alternative to commercial fishing," and 
"to be one’s own boss." A comparatively large percentage of captains 
in Region IV (Eastern Shore) stated *other* reasons for being in 
business.
Business Structure
Two types of operations were found among charter fishing 
businesses; 1 ) full-time operations, those businesses offering fishing 
trips continuously during the season, and 2 ) part-time operations, 
those available for charter during a smaller proportion of the season
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and take less than 50 trips a year. Of the businesses surveyed, 68% 
operated full-time and 32% were part-time (Table 22). Part-time 
operations were most frequent in Regions II and III. Region I 
contained the highest proportion of full-time buinesses. Most charter 
boat businesses (84%) were individual proprietorships. The greatest 
proportion of corporations was found in Region I (Virginia 
Beach/Norfolk). Charter boats run by hired skippers were most 
frequent in Region I, but overall, owner-operations predominated 
(90%). The business season for Virginia's charter boats begins in 
April or May and lasts through October. Captains fishing offshore may 
start as early as March and finish in December for certain species. 
Many boats fished into November and December for striped bass (Morone 
saxatilis) until population levels dropped in the late 1970*s.
Although most charter businesses offer half-day (3-4 hour) trips, 
full-day trips were the predominant mode of operation. Only 20% of 
all captains reported taking half-day trips in 1978. Full- and 
half-day charter rates varied depending on the type of fishing trip 
(Table 23). The services included for a trip varied little by region 
and were: use of tackle, bait, ice for fish storage, and instruction.
Notable exceptions occurred in Region III, where 28% of the operators 
provided only tackle, and in Region IV, where 22% rented fishing 
tackle to customers. Seventy-four percent of all charter businesses 
surveyed had a mate on board to assist in operations and customer 
services (Table 24). Mates received a wage per trip on 51% of these
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TABLE 22
Regional business structure characteristics (by percentage) 
of charter boat operations
I
(n=16)
II
(n=4)
Region 
III 
(n=26)
IV 
(n=23)
ALL 
(n=69)
Full-time operations 81 50 54 78 68
Part-time operations 19 50 46 22 32
Individual proprietorships 63 75 92 91 84
Partnerships 19 25 - 9 9
Corporations 19 - 8 - 7
Owner-operated 75 100 96 91 90
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TABLE 23
Minimum and maximum charter fishing 
rates (1978) by region and type of trip
Full-day trips
Rates
Half-day trips
Region I
Bottom-fishing $150 - 168 $90 - 159
Trolling 180 - 230 -
Tuna 225 - 260
Marlin 325 - 350 -
Region II
"Bay" $ 95 - 140 $72 - 90
Tuna 150 - 210 -
Marlin (200) -
Region III
Bottom-fishing $ 80 - 125 $25 - 55
Bluefish 135 - 200 -
Region IV
Bottom fishing $130 - 160 60
Trolling 150 - 185
Tuna 205 - 225
Marlin 240 - 300 _
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TABLE 24
Percent of charter fishing businesses 
that hire a mate and which pay a wage
I II
Region
III IV ALL
(n=16) (n=4 ) (n=26) (n=23) (n=69)
Businesses that hire a mate 88 50 62 83 74
Mate receives wage 50 50 25 74 51
59
vessels, while others worked for tips only. Mates were most often
employed on boats in Regions I and IV.
"Word-of-mouth" advertising was considered the most effective 
method of attracting customers by 70% of the captains surveyed; 
customer satisfaction also helped to insure return business. Only 20% 
found conventional advertising useful for promoting business. The 
booking of trips was most often handled by the captains themselves 
(96%), however a majority of captains in Regions I and IV also had 
bookings made by the marina where they docked. Formal associations of 
charter boat captains, aimed at promoting charter fishing, existed in 
Regions I, III, and IV, and 65% of the operators were members. 
Organizations had been active from 2 to 15 years.
Vessels and Equipment
Vessel characteristics of charter boats are reported by region in
Table 25. Mean length for all charter boats was 38.1 feet, mean
vessel age, 14.7 years, mean fuel capacity, 168.3 gallons, and vessel 
hulls were predominantly wood. Boats in Region I were the largest, 
had the greatest cruising range and were most often powered by diesel 
engines. The greatest diversity was found among vessels in Regions 
III and IV. In Region III basic differences existed between boats 
that specialized in either fishing for bluefish or bottom-fish, and in 
Region IV, a large number of older boats co-existed with a few more 
modern vessels.
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Electronic equipment used most frequently on charter boats were 
depth finders or fish finders, VHF radios, and C.B. radios (Table 26). 
In the entire sample, depth finders were most often reported as the 
primary piece of electronic equipment used in locating an area to 
fish. However, boats fishing in offshore areas, especially in Region 
I, relied most heavily on Loran. Communication between captains by 
radio was also important in locating fish.
Economic Analysis
Full- and part-time charter business were separated in the 
economic analysis due to differences in number of trips per year, and 
the values of gross revenues and costs. Mean values of economic 
variables (Tables 27 and 28) should be interpreted as relative 
representations of the type of charter boats operating in a region.
All boats in a region may not incur the same costs. The range of the 
values of gross revenues, variable and fixed costs, was quite wide in 
all regions.
Full-time Charter Fishing Operations
The greatest mean total costs ($17,160) were incurred by Region I 
(Virginia Beach/Norfolk) full-time charter boats. Mean total variable 
costs ($11,647) and mean total fixed costs ($5,513) were highest for 
these boatso Region II charter boats had the lowest costs and also 
the lowest annual effort. Mean values of total variable and fixed 
costs were similar for boats operating in Regions III 
(Rappahannock/Potomac) and IV (Eastern Shore). Total variable costs
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TABLE 26
Percent of charter boats with electronic equipment
by region
Region
I II III IV ALL
  Equipment___________  (n=16) (n=4) (n=26) (n=23) (n=69)
Radar 25 0 4 0 7
Loran A 56 25 4 14 21
Loran C 44 0 4 18 18
Depth finder/fish finder
1 unit 94 100 69 73 78
2 units 6 - 15 23 15
VHF Radios 100 50 85 64 79
CB Radio 88 100 89 100 93
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TABLE 27
Economic analysis of full-time charter 
fishing businesses - annual costs and returns (1978)
Mean values per vessel;
Region
I (n=13)
(range1) 
II (n=2)
Gross Revenue $27,438 (14,025-42,856) $6,374
Expenses:
Variable Costs
crew wages 1,082 (0-5,600) 0
fuel and oil 4,863 (1,350-8,430) 798
bait 1,391 (300-2,400) 90
ice 386 (180-900) 101
repair & maintenance 2,691 (450-4,000) 510
lures, line, hooks, 760 (200-1,250) 113
etc.
advertising/booking 474 (30-1,442) 121
Total variables costs 11,647 (5,450-21,450) 1,733
Fixed costs
slip rent 709 (270-1,070) 180
depreciation -
hull 1,362 (0-2,790) 1,181
engine 666 (327-1,333) 150
electronics 1,069 (304-1,827) 312
rods & reels 585 (188-1,500) 249
insurance 1,122 (600-1,636) 0
Total fixed costs 5,513 (3,784-9,513) 2,072
Total Costs 17,160 (9,870-28,633) 3,805
Net Revenue 10,278 (2,754-14,223) 2,569
Return to Capt’s. Labor 5,340 (3,000-8,000) 2,525
Return to Management 4,938 ("1,426-6,487) 44
(before taxes, interest
on investment)
lA range is not given for sample sizes less than four.
TABLE 27 (continued)
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III (n=14 )_________________ IV (n=18)
Gross Revenue $12,720 (4,800-25,000) $14,837 (5,875-28,930)
Expenses:
Variable Costs 
crew wages 
fuel and oil 
bait 
ice
repair & maintenance 
lures, line, hooks , 
etc.
advertising/booking
311
1,680
670
278
1,180
186
108
(0-2,380)
(522-3,900)
(0-1,785)
(0-938)
(300-3,000)
(10-550)
(0-500)
874
1,411
702
180
1,356
263
20
(0-2,640)
(440-2,860)
(0-1,885)
(0-684)
(2 50-4,000) 
(0- 1 ,200)
(0-200)
Total variable costs 4,413 (1,693-8,563) 4,806 (1,970-9,018)
Fixed costs 
slip rent 259 (0-660) 386 (0-500)
depreciation - 
hull 
engine 
electronics 
rods & reels 
insurance
1,388
510
230
241
611
(0-2,790)
(150-1,200)
(67-600)
(15-607)
(0-1,400)
582
409
348
183
336
(0-1,558)
(120-960)
(20-1,333)
(12-540)
(0-1 ,000)
Total fixed costs 3,239 (840-6,245) 2,244 (650-5,312)
Total costs 7,652 (2,905-14,808) 7,050 (2,902-14,330)
Net Revenue 5,068 (-1,411-10,504) 7,787 (10-18,635)
Return to CaptTs« Labor 4,175 (2,600-6,250) 4,767 (2,250-7,600)
Return to Management 893 (-4,861-5,504) 3,020 (-2,340-11,035)
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were generally higher than total fixed costs. Annual fuel and oil 
expenses formed the largest component (29-46%) of total variable 
costs, followed closely by repair and maintenance costs (23-29%).
Hull depreciation was the greatest fixed cost in all regions (Table 
27).
Mean gross ($27,438) and net ($10,278) revenues for Region I 
charter boats were the highest in the survey (Table 27). A t-test did 
not indicate significant differences (a=.05) between net revenues of 
operations in Regions I and IV, even though gross revenues were not 
comparable. Some businesses in all regions showed a loss in return to 
management. Since 90% of charter fishing businesses are 
owner-operated, the captain/owner may not subtract a return to his 
labor from net revenues in computing his net profit or loss (return to 
management).
Total reported gross revenues of all full-time charter businesses 
surveyed were $814,588 (Table 28). Total reported expenses (not 
including captain’s salary, taxes, or interest on investment) of all 
full-time charter boats were $494,318, and depending on the region,
91% to 100% of this money was spent within the local community. Total 
reported wages, including captains’ salaries, from all full-time 
business sampled were $252,878.
TABLE 28 66
Full-time charter fishing operations* reported 
gross revenues, total costs, and total wages (1978)
I II
Regions
III IV ALL
Reported gross 
revenues
$356,694 $12,748 $178,080 $267,066 $ 814,588
Reported total 
costsl
240,942 7,604 113,652 132,120 494,318
Mean percent of 
local spending
94% 100% 95% 91%
Reported total wages:
Mates 14,066 0 4,354 15,732 34,152
Captains 69,420 5,050 58,450 85,806 218,726
^Does not include taxes, interest on investment, or returns to 
captain's labor.
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Part-time charter fishing operations
Region I part-time businesses incurred the greatest mean total 
operating costs ($6260). Maan annual expenses in the three other 
regions were similar. Average yearly repair and maintenance expenses 
often exceeded fuel and oil costs for part-time operations. Unlike 
full-time businesses, total fixed costs exceeded total variable costs 
(Table 29).
Mean gross revenues were highest for Region I charter boats and 
lowest in Region II (Table 29). Gross revenues were not significantly 
different (a=.05) between Regions III and IV. A mean loss in net 
revenues occurred in all regions. Only Regions I and III had 
part-time businesses that reported a net gain in revenues.
Total reported gross revenues of all part-time charter businesses 
surveyed were $60,334 (Table 30). Total reported expenses (not 
including captain’s salary, interest on investment or taxes) of all 
part-time businesses were $69,825, and from 98 to 100% of this money 
was spent within the local community.
Fishing Effort - General
The greatest mean number of trips per year, for both full- and 
part-time businesses, were made by boats operating in Region I (Table 
31). However average annual effort was not significantly different 
(a=.05) between boats in Regions I, III, and IV. Region II full- and 
part-time boats take significantly fewer trips per year. For all
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TABLE 29
Economic analysis of part-time charter fishing 
businesses - annual costs and returns (1978)
Regions
Mean values per vessel;
Region
I (n=3)
(range1) 
II (n=2)
Gross Revenue $5,833 $ 865
Expenses:
Variable Costs
crew wages 367 87
fuel & oil 1,167 78
bait 207 40
ice 110 19
repair & maintenance 383 350
lures, line, hooks,
etc. 183 136
advertising/booking 87 15
Total variable costs 2,504 725
Fixed costs
slip rent 567 270
depreciation -
hull 1,449 914
engine 794 550
eletronics 275 130
rods & reels 331 55
insurance 340 400
Total Fixed Costs 3,756 2,319
Total Costs 6,260 3,044
Net Revenue “427 “2,179
Return to Capt's. Labor 1,500 325
Return to Management “1,927 “2,504
range is not given for sample sizes less than four.
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TABLE 29 (continued)
III (n=12) IV (n=3)
Gross Revenue $2,880 (825-6,600) $2,470
Expenses: 
Variable Costs 
crew wages 83 (0-700) 140
fuel and oil 450 (130-875) 288
bait 63 (0-264) 231
ice 40 (0-198) 56
repair & maintenance 588 (200-1 ,000) 367
lures, line, hooks, 56 (0-200) 93
etc.
advertising/booking 17 (0-150) -
Total variable costs 1,297 (430-2,957) 1,175
Fixed costs 
slip rent 168 (0-600) 250
depreciation - 
hull 743 (0-1,558) 555
engine 435 (100-750) 374
electronics 120 (0-283) 159
rods & reels 115 (0-320) 70
insurance 231 (0-800) —
Total fixed costs 1,812 (568-2,898) 1,408
Total Costs 3,109 (1,492-6,504) 2,583
Net Revenue “229 (”2,478-2,620) "113
Return to Capt's. Labor 1,208 (350-2,200) 967
Return to Management ”1,437 (”3,228-620) ”1,080
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TABLE 30
Part-time charter fishing operations* reported 
gross revenues, total costs, and total wages (1978)
I II
Region
III IV ALL
Reported gross 
revenues
$17,499 $ 865 $34,560 $ 7,410 $ 60,334
Reported total 
costsl
18,780 3,042 39,288 8,733 69,825
Mean percent of 
local spending
100% 100% 98% 98%
Reported total wages:
Mates 1,100 174 996 420 2,690
Captains 4,500 650 14,496 2,900 22,546
-1-Does not include taxes, interest on investment, or returns to 
captains* labor.
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charter fishing businesses surveyed, a total of 4757 full-day trips 
and 137 half-day trips were reported for 1978 (Table 32).
The average number of charter fishermen carried per trip varied 
little by region (5.1-5.4) (Table 33). The grand total number of 
angler-trips provided by all charter businesses surveyed in 1978 was 
25,978; 2.8% of these were half-day angler-trips (Table 33). Region 
IV operations reported the greatest total number of angler-trips.
Number of hours spent fishing per trip depended in each region on 
the type of fish being sought. On bluefish or bottom-fish trips 
anglers may spend from 5 to 8 hours fishing. On offshore trips for 
species such as white marlin or tuna fishing time lasts only 4 to 6 
hours since one-way travelling time to the fishing grounds may be 2 to 
3 hours.
Catch and Effort - By Region 
Region I
A seasonal succession of target species exists for charter boats 
operating out of ports in Region I (Virginia Beach/Norfolk). Bluefish 
is generally the first targeted species sought as 100% of the captains 
surveyed reported taking trips for bluefish from April through June. 
Boats troll for bluefish in nearshore ocean waters, especially around 
the Chesapeake Light Tower, or in the Chesapeake Bay in the vicinity 
of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel. Trolling trips for bluefish may 
also occur in October when the fish are making their southward and
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TABLE 33
Charter boat angler effort - Mean number of fishermen 
per trip and total number of angler-trips reported (1978)
I (n=16) II (n=4)
Region 
III (n=26) IV (n=23) ALL (n=69)
Mean number 5.3 5.4 5.4 5.1 5.3
of fishermen/ 
trip (range)
(4 - 6) (4.5 - 6) (3 - 6) (3 - 6) (3 - 6)
Total number
of angler- 
trips reported
7904 686 8177 9211 25,978
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offshore migration in autumn. Bluefish were caught by charter boats 
all summer, either as an incidental catch or as an alternative if the 
catch of another target species was low. Full- and part-time captains 
reported a total of 560 bluefish trips during 1978 (Table 34). The 
average reported catch per trip of bluefish ranged from 125 to 550 
pounds. Total reported catch of bluefish (excluding incidental catch) 
for the boats surveyed was 187,060 pounds (Table 34).
The bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus) is the species sought by 94% 
of the region’s captains in June and July. Boats fish for bluefin 
tuna by trolling ocean waters 10 to 30 miles offshore. Total number 
of bluefin tuna trips reported was 382 (Table 34), and catch per trip 
ranged from 125 to 550 pounds. Total reported catch of bluefin tuna 
for the boats surveyed was 118,599 lbs. and most of the fish weighed 
less than 50 lbs.
After bluefin tuna leave the Virginia area, 81% of the Region I 
captains fish in deep offshore waters from late July through September 
primarily for white marlin (Tetrapturus albidus) and also other ’game* 
fishes such as wahoo (Acanthocybium solandri) , little tunny ("false 
albacore") (Euthynnus alletteratus), skipjack tuna (Katsuwonus 
pelamis) , dolphin (Goryphaena hippurus), Atlantic bonito (Sarda 
sarda), blue marlin (Makaira nigricans), and yellowfin tuna (Thunnus 
albacares). The fishing areas are generally 30-50 miles offshore and 
boats rarely go beyond the 100 fathom isobath. Baits used for 
offshore pelagic fish include artificial and natural baits such as 
ballyhoo, mullet, squid or other fish. A total of 323 offshore/white
76
TABLE 34
Region I charter boats (n=16) reported 
effort and catch by target species
Target Species Number of trips Reported catch (lbs.)
Bluefish 560 187,060
Bluefin Tuna 382 118,599
White Marlin/ 
offshore pelagics 323 5,640 - white marlin 
13,110 - others^-
Bottom-fish^ 118 17,280
King Mackerel 65 9,419
Half-day^ 61 9,525
360,633
^Includes: wahoo, dolphin, bonito, tunas, blue marlin
^Includes: black sea bass, weakfish, summer flounder, Atlantic croaker, 
spot
^Half-day trip catch consists of bluefish and/or bottom-fish
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marlin trips were reported in 1978. Captains reported that the catch 
rate of white marlin ranged from 0 to 4 per trip and the average 
weight per marlin was approximately 40 lbs. Reported average catch of 
all fish per offshore trip ranged from 40 to 200 lbs. The captains 
reported that generally 75% of all marlin caught were released. Total 
reported number of white marlin caught was 559 and total number landed 
was 141 (5,640 lbs.). Catch of other offshore pelagic species was 
reported to be 13,110 lbs. (Table 34).
During the summer, from late May to early September, 37.5% of the 
captains surveyed reported taking bottom-fishing trips, either for 
black sea bass in ocean waters on wrecks or artificial reefs, or for 
weakfish, summer flounder, Atlantic croaker and spot in the Chesapeake 
Bay. Typically the boats drift or anchor over appropriate bottom 
using natural bait. Some captains also reported trolling for weakfish 
with artificial bait in early summer. A total of 118 bottom-fishing 
trips were reported with average catches ranging from 100 to 300 lbs. 
Total reported catch of all bottom-fish was 17,280 lbs. (Table 34).
From late August to October 50% of the captains reported fishing 
for king mackerel (Scomberomorus cavalla), usually less than 30 miles 
offshore, by trolling artificial or natural baits. The total number 
of king mackerel trips reported was 65, and total reported catch was 
9,419 lbs. (Table 34). Bluefish and dolphin were also landed on these 
trips.
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Sixty one half-day trips for bluefish or bottom-fish were 
reported by 41% of the captains surveyed. Total reported half-day 
catch (species not distinguished) was 9,525 lbs. (Table 34).
Region II
Charter captains in Region II (Hampton, Poquoson ports) begin the 
season trolling for bluefish from April to early June usually in the 
Chesapeake Bay. A total of 44 bluefish trips were reported for 1978, 
with an estimated catch of 10,700 lbs.; reported average catch per 
trip ranged from 100 to 360 lbs. (Table 35).
Bottom-fishing trips begin in June and continue through September 
for weakfish, summer flounder, Atlantic croaker, and spot. Boats fish 
bay waters from the vicinity of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel to 
the York River by drifting or anchoring over appropriate bottom and 
use natural bait. Captains reported a total of 6 half-day and 57 
full-day bottom-fishing trips for the season, with a total catch of 
4,584 lbs. Reported average catch per full-day trip ranged from 50 to 
150 lbs. (Table 35).
Only 25% of the captains in this area reported fishing for 
bluefin tuna in offshore ocean waters during June and July. A total 
of 10 bluefin tuna trips were reported with a total catch of 1,500 
lbs. (Table 35).
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TABLE 35
Region II charter boats (n=4) reported effort 
and catch by target species
Target Species Number of trips Reported catch (lbs.)
Bluefish 44 10,700
Bottom-fish^- 57 (full-day) 4,584
6 (half-day)
Bluefin Tuna 10 1,500
16,784
^Includes: weakfish, Atlantic croaker, spot, summer flounder
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Region III
Two sub-groups of charter fishing boats in this region were 
distinguished by target species (or group of species) sought and by 
the location of their home ports. Charter boats from ports in the 
Rappahannock River fished principally for bottom-fish such as spot, 
weakfish and Atlantic croaker, while boats of Potomac River ports 
fished primarily for bluefish.
Rappahannock River Ports
Boats from the Rappahannock River (n=8) begin fishing in May and 
often fish for bluefish by trolling with artificial lures in the 
Chesapeake Bay. Trips reported in May were few (21) with a total 
catch of 3,843 lbs. Bottom-fishing trips begin in June and continue 
through September and occasionally to November if weather permits. 
Reported average catch per full-day trip was higher from June to 
August (60-400 lbs.) than from September to November (60-300 lbs.). 
Total number of full- and half-day trips reported from June through 
August were 233 and 48 respectively and total reported catch from 
these trips was 53,067 lbs. Total number of full- and half-day trips 
reported from September to November were 83 and 11 respectively and 
total catch equalled 16,903 lbs. Spot were the most abundant fish in 
summer bottom-fishing catches according to all captains surveyed, 
followed by weakfish and Atlantic croaker. Weakfish were particularly 
abundant in catches from late summer to October, while croaker were 
most numerous in June and July catches. Total catch of all fish for
the whole season was 73,813 pounds. Average effort per month for 
full- and part-time businesses is depicted in Figure 5.
Charter boats bottom-fish in the Rappahannock and Piankatank 
Rivers and in the Chesapeake Bay near these rivers by drifting or 
anchoring, often over oyster beds or oyster 'rock1, and use natural 
bait such as bloodworms and feeler* blue crabs.
Potomac River Ports
Boats from the Potomac River (n=18) begin fishing for bluefish in 
late April or early May and continue through October. Captains 
reported taking occasional bottom-fishing trips for weakfish, croaker, 
spot, and sometimes white perch (Morone americana), from June to 
October. Weakfish are often a by-catch on bluefish trips. All 
fishing is done either in the Potomac River or in the Chesapeake Bay 
in the vicinity of the Potomac River mouth across to the Eastern 
Shore. Bluefish are caught either by trolling with lures or, 
primarily, by chumming. Fresh Atlantic menhaden are ground up for the 
chum, which is tossed into the water periodically to create a chum 
line. The hooks are baited with strips of menhaden and are drifted 
out into the chum line. Bottom-fishing methods are as described for 
Rappahannock River boats. Anglers may also fish for weakfish by 
jigging with artificial lures.
When describing catches or effort per month, captains did not 
distinguish between bluefish and bottom-fish trips, therefore catch 
data are presented as total pounds of all fish per month (Table 36).
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TABLE 36
Region III subgroup^ — Charter boats from Potomac River 
ports (n=18) reported total catch (lbs.) per month
Month
Total catch (all species)^ in pounds
Full-time Part-time 
operations (n=ll) operations (n=7) Combined
April 1,400 700 2,100
May 38,800 3,300 42,100
June 79,450 8,030 87,480
July 87,300 9,190 96,490
August 79,950 8,230 88,180
September 50,610 4,880 55,490
October 25,550 3,550 29,100
November 700 450 1,150
ALL 363,760 38,330 402,090
■1-Catch of Region III subgroup - Rappahannock River charter boats is 
reported in text.
^Catch is approximately 90% bluefish, but includes weakfish, croaker 
and spot.
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Average reported catches per month were highest in June, July and 
August. The total catch was approximately 90% bluefish (see 1979 
Northern Neck Catch and Effort Survey, Section II). Average effort 
per month for full- and part-time businesses is depicted in Figure 6 .
The total number of full-day trips reported by full- and part-time
captains was 925 and 162 respectively; total reported catch was 
363,760 and 38,330 pounds.
Region IV
Fishing activities are diverse and vary by port in Region IV 
(Eastern Shore) (Table 37). Effort is primarily directed towards 
seasonally abundant target species. One of the first species to be
sought is the black drum (Pogonias cromis); 26% of all captains
surveyed (n=23) fished for black drum from late April through May. 
Boats from Cape Charles, Oyster and Chincoteague fished in the 
Chesapeake Bay near Cape Charles by drifting or anchoring with clams 
(Mercenaria mercenaria) as bait. May provided the most successful 
sport catches of black drum in this area. Charter boats from Maryland
ports also fish for black drum off Cape Charles. A total of 135 trips
were reported, and the reported catch per trip ranged from 6 to 9 
black drum. The reported average weight per fish ranged from 40 to 50
lbs. Total reported catch was 46,775 lbs. (Table 37). Captains in
the King* s Creek (Cape Charles) Charter Boat Association have 
established a catch limit of 4 black drum per charter fisherman per 
trip.
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Summer flounder fishing by Eastern Shore charter boats begins in 
April and lasts through September. Summer flounder trips were 
reported by 61% of the captains surveyed and originated from the ports 
of Quinby and Wachapreague. The waters between the barrier islands 
and the mainland, in the inlets and in channels among the salt marshes 
are fished by drifting with the current and using natural bait such as 
minnows (Fundulus sp., Menidia sp.), or squid. A total of 681 summer 
flounder trips were reported with a total catch of 60,388 lbs.
Average catch per trip ranged from 30 to 160 lbs. (Table 37).
Weakfish and croaker were caught incidentally on these trips.
Bluefish was a target species from June to August for 52% of the 
captains surveyed. Bluefish trips were reported from Cape Charles, 
Oyster, Wachapreague, and Chincoteague, and fishing took place at the 
Chesapeake Bay mouth or in nearshore ocean waters by trolling with 
artificial lures. Captains reported 193 bluefish trips and estimated 
a catch of 48,725 pounds (Table 37). Bluefish were also landed on 
other offshore trolling trips, and other pelagic species were caught 
while bluefishing.
Captains in Cape Charles and Oyster (26%) took bottom-fishing 
trips for weakfish, Atlantic croaker, spot, summer flounder, black sea 
bass and red drum ("channel bass") (Sciaenops ocellata) from June to 
September. On these trips the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel area and 
waters behind the barrier islands were fished. Total trips of this 
type numbered 146 and total catch was 20,925 lbs. (Table 37).
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A minority of captains (9%) specifically sought black sea bass 
from late May through July in ocean waters often around wrecks and 
artificial reefs. Fifty-one black sea bass trips were reported with a 
total catch of 9,250 pounds. Black sea bass were also landed on other 
offshore trips and bottom-fishing trips.
Bluefin tuna were sought by 39% of the captains (home ports in 
Cape Charles, Quinby, and Wachapreague) from late June through July. 
Boats fished for bluefin tuna from 20-35 miles offshore. Captains 
reported 103 trips with total landings of 17,366 pounds. Reported 
average catch per trip ranged from 90 to 230 lbs. (Table 37).
A few captains (17%) from Cape Charles and Wachapreague took 
offshore trips for white marlin and other pelagic species (wahoo, 
dolphin, Atlantic bonito, tunas, king mackerel) from late July through 
September. Although 44 total trips were reported, most captains were 
unable to estimate an average catch per trip.
From late August through October most of the captains (70%) 
surveyed concluded their fishing season with trips for weakfish and 
Atlantic croaker in the inlets and ocean waters up to 4 miles 
offshore. These trips originated from Quinby, Wachapreague, and 
Chincoteague and a total of 417 were reported. Reported average catch 
per trip ranged from 50 to 400 lbs. and total catch was 98,820 pounds 
(Table 37).
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Additional Information - Customers, Conflicts, and Factors Affecting 
Future Operations
Residency of customers and their habits of overnight 
accommodation differed by area of operation (Table 38). Few local 
residents fished on charter boats and the highest percentage (7%) was 
reported in Region I. In-state customers made up the greatest 
proportion of fishermen in all areas except the Eastern Shore (Region 
IV), where many charter fishermen come from more northern states and 
Washington, D.C. Within Region III Potomac River captains reported a 
larger proportion of customers using local overnight accommodations 
than Rappahannock River businesses. Regions I and IV had the highest 
percentages, 63 and 55% respectively, of at least one night’s usage of 
motels or campgrounds.
In Region I, 38% of the captains surveyed used their vessels 
occasionally for commercial fishing either for black sea bass, bluefin 
tuna, Atlantic mackerel or gill netting. Captains in Regions II, III, 
and IV reported 0, 12, and 30% usage respectively, of their charter 
boats for commercial fishing (oystering or gill netting).
In all regions, daily operations were hindered by high winds. 
Ocean or Chesapeake Bay charter fishing was restricted by winds 
greater than 15 to 25 knots depending on direction, but boats could 
fish in the waters behind the barrier islands of the Eastern Shore in 
winds up to 35 knots. Fog, rough seas, or heavy rain also limited 
fishing trips. Weather reports broadcast on VHF radios were the most
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TABLE 38
Residency and accommodations of charter boat 
fishermen by region [mean percent]
Customer
Local
residency
In-state Out-of-state
Overnight
accommodation^
Region I 7 50 43 63
Region II 1 65 34 21
Region III
Rappahannock 0 76 24 7
Potomac 4 82 15 23
Region IV 0 32 68 55
^Spending at least one night in a local motel or campground-
frequently utilized forecasts. Other radio broadcasts and the 
captain*s experience were also reported as weather information 
sources. Charter captains dissatisfied with weather information 
services (36%) expressed needs for more localized reporting and 
predicting, more frequent up-dating, and more accurate forecasts of 
wind velocities.
Overall, 29% of the charter captains surveyed reported direct or 
indirect conflict with various commercial fisheries. Direct 
interference at fishing grounds were with menhaden trawlers, gill 
netters, and tuna seiners. Much concern was expressed in Region IV 
(Eastern Shore) about the effects of a large number of finfish 
trawlers fishing close to shore on fish stocks also utilized by 
recreational fishermen. Confrontations with sport divers occurred 
only in Region I, specifically at the Chesapeake Light Tower which is 
a popular diving site and is where many charter boats regularly troll 
for bluefish. A majority of captains (65%) reported problems with 
private recreational boaters or anglers due to the latter groups 
ignorance of boating rules of the road and of the nature of fishing 
activities.
Most captains felt that the future of the charter fishing 
industry depended primarily on the abundance of sport fish stocks, on 
water pollution problems, specifically their effects on availability 
of sport fish, and on the economic effects of inflation, recession and 
increasing fuel costs. Captains saw very little chance of increasing 
financial gains. According to some captains, demand for charter
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fishing has declined due to the great increase in private boat 
ownership but most felt that as long as sport fish are available, 
charter fisheries would persist. Increases in trip fees, due to 
rising costs, have not yet become prohibitive to customers*
Section II
Northern Neck Charter Boat Catch and Effort Survey - 1979
Response rates or proportion of captains returning log sheets 
varied monthly from a low of 19.4% to a high of 38.7% (Table 39). A 
total of 626 trips (full-day, except when shortened by adverse 
weather) with complete catch and effort data were reported from May 2 
to October 28, 1979. Fishing activity was greatest during June, July, 
and August. Of the trips reported, 8 6 .6% were for bluefish and 13.4% 
were bottom-fishing trips® Bluefish comprised 90.2% of the grand 
total reported catch (bluefish and bottom-fish trips combined), 
weakfish - 6.4%, spot - 1.7%, Atlantic croaker - 1.3%, and others - 
.5% (Table 40).
The analysis and description of the reported catch and effort 
data is presented by month and by type of trip (Table 39). Mean 
number of fishermen per trip ranged from 5.6 to 7.2, and mean number 
of hours fished per trip ranged from 5.4 to 6.4. Time spent 
bottom-fishing was slightly longer than time spent bluefishing. 
Bluefish trips generally produced a higher mean catch. Weakfish formed 
from .3% to 3.9% of the mean total catch per bluefish trip, depending 
on the month. On bottom-fishing trips, weakfish always comprised the
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TABLE 39
Catch and effort data from 1979 Northern Neck charter boat 
daily log sheets - by month
MAY - 
Bottom-fishing
35.5% response
Bluefishing
Total no. of trips O1 79
Mean values per trip
no. of fishermen 5.9
no. of hours fished 5.7
no. of bluefish 60.6
n o . of weakfish 1.6
no. of croaker^ .1
n o . of spot 0
no. of all species 62.4
n o . of fish/person 11.1
no. of fish/person/hour 2.0
Reported totals
Bluefish - no. 4,788
weight 21,574 lbs.
Weakfish - n o . 128
weight 1069.5 lbs.
Croaker - no. 10
weight 32 lbs.
Spot - n o . -
weight -
Others - no. black drum - 4
weight 232 lbs.
All species - no. 4,930
weight 22,907.5 lbs.
Fishermen 465
Man-hours 2,665.5
^■One bluefish trip included some effort for bottom-fish, but was not separated for 
analysis.
^Atlantic croaker
TABLE 39 (continued)
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JUNE - 38.7% response 
Bottom-fishing__________________ Bluef ishing
Total no. of trips
Mean values per trip
no. of fishermen 
no. of hours fished
no. of bluefish 
no. of weakfish 
no. of croaker 
no. of spot 
no. of all species
no. of fish/person 
no. of fish/person/hour
Reported totals
Bluefish - no.
weight (lbs.) 
Weakfish - no.
weight 
Croaker - no.
weight
Spot — no.
weight 
Others - no./
weight
All species - no.
weight
19
5.6
6.0
1 2.7
24.7
6.7
9.5
53.8
11.1
1.9
241 
1,115 lbs.
469 
2,809 lbs.
130
375 lbs.
180 
72 lbs. 
flounder - 1/2 lbs. 
black drum - 1/19 lbs
1,023
4,392 lbs.
137
5.7
5.9
72.3
2.9 
.1
75.3
13.6
2.3
9,900 
42,676 lbs. 
403 
3,356 lbs. 
9
27 lbs.
striped bass - 1/10 lbs
10,313 
46,069 lbs.
Fishermen 107 784
Man-hours 646.0 4,549.0
TABLE 39 (continued)
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JULY - 38.7% response 
Bottom-fishing__________________ Bluef ishing
Total no. of trips
Kean values per trip
no. of fishermen 
no. of hours fished
no. of bluefish 
no. of weakfish 
no. of croaker 
no. of spot 
no. of all species
no. of fish/person 
no. of fish/person/hour
Reported totals
Bluefish - no.
weight 
Weakfish - no.
weight 
Croaker - no.
weight
Spot - no.
weight 
Others - no./
weight
All species - no.
weight
22
6.3
5.6
22.9
23.9
15.2
9.1
71.3
12.9
2.2
505
2,258 lbs.
526
3,103 lbs.
335
886 lbs.
200 
80 lbs. 
black drum - 2/68 lbs 
red drum - 1/46 lbs.
1,569 
6.441 lbs.
140
6.1
5.4
85.1
1.2
.2
86.5
14.2 
2.6
11,910
54,000 lbs. 
164
1,104 lbs 
26
58 lbs.
flounder - 1/5 lbs. 
red drum - 3/91.5 lbs
12,105
55,258 lbs.
Fishermen 138 850
Man-hours 760.0 4,641.0
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TABLE 39 (continued)
AUGUST - 35.5% response 
Bottom-fishing  Bluef ishing
Total no. of trips
Mean values per trip
no. of fishermen 
no. of hours fished
no. of bluefish 
no. of weakfish 
no. of croaker 
no. of spot 
no. of all species
no. of fish/person 
no. of fish/person/hour
Reported totals
Bluefish - no.
weight 
Weakfish - no.
weight 
Croaker - no.
weight
Spot - no.
weight 
Others - no./
weight
All species - n o »
weight
15
6.7
5.8
6.8
28.8
2.7
10.3
50.3
9.0
1.4
102
440 lbs.
432
1,048.5 lbs.
40
104 lbs.
154
48.5 lbs. 
flounder - 1/.8 lbs. 
black drum - 1/45 lbs 
black sea bass - 2/.5 lbs. 
sshark * - 22/46 lbs.
754 
1,733 lbs.
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5.9
5.4
59.8
.2
.05
60.1
10.5
2.0
6,277 
24,996 lbs. 
25
79.5 lbs
2 .5 lbs 
red drum - 3/90 lbs
6,310 
25,168 lbs.
Fishermen 100 624
Man-hours 569.0 3,396.5
TABLE 39 (continued)
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SEPTEMBER - 22.6% response 
Bottom-fishing  Bluefishing
Total no. of trips
Mean values per trip
no. of fishermen 
no. of hours fished
no. of bluefish 
no. of weakfish 
no. of croaker 
no. of spot 
no. of all species
no. of fish/person 
no. of fish/person/hour
Reported totals
Bluefish - no.
weight 
Weakfish - no.
weight 
Croaker - no.
weight
Spot - no.
weight 
Others - no./
weight
All species - no.
weight
10
6.3
6.4
10.4
18.5
2.7
16.2
48.6
8.3
1.4
104
675 lbs.
185
635.5 lbs.
27
33 lbs.
162
101 lbs. 
flounder - 2/5 lbs. 
black sea bass — 6/2 lbs
486
1450.5 lbs.
67
6.1
5.7
69.2
.2
.06
69.8
11.4
2.0
4,638 
18,273 lbs. 
14
87.0 lbs. 
4
8 lbs •
flounder - 3/1.5 lbs. 
black sea bass - 15/7 lbs
4,674
18,376.5 lbs.
Fishermen 63 410
Man-hours 417.0 2,344.0
TABLE 39 (continued)
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Total no. of trips
Mean values per trip
no. of fishermen 
no. of hours fished
no. of bluefish 
no. of weakfish 
no. of croaker 
no. of spot 
no. of all species
no. of fish/person 
no. of fish/person/hour
Reported totals
Bluefish - no.
weight 
Weakfish - no.
weight 
Croaker - no.
weight
Spot - no.
weight 
Others - no.
weight
All species - no.
weight
Fishermen
Man-hours
OCTOBER - 19.4% response 
Bottom-fishing__________________Bluef ishing
18 14
5.7
5.8
1.7
22.1
1.2
31.4
6.4
1.1
7.2
5.5
32.6
.4
33.7
5.0
.9
31 457
101 lbs. 1,949 lbs.
397 5
2,192.5 lbs. 30.0 lbs
21
4 lbs. -
flounder - 9/5.5 lbs. flounder - 4/1.5 lbs.
sea bass - 107/24.5 lbs. sea bass - 6/2.3 lbs.
tautog - 1/7 lbs.
566 472
2,334 1,982.8 lbs.
103 101
591.5 546.5
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TABLE 40
Catch and effort data from 1979 Northern Neck 
Charter boat daily log sheets - summary
MAY THROUGH OCTOBER 1979
__________ Bottom-fishing______Bluef ishing_____Combined
Reported Totals:
no. of trips 84 542 626
n o . of fishermen 511 3,234 3,745
no. of man-hours 2,983. 5 18,187. 5 21,171. 0
Bluefish - no. 983 37,970 38,953
weight 4,589 lbs. 163,468 lbs. 168,057 lbs.
Weakfish - no. 2,009 739 2,748
weight 9,789 lbs. 5,726 lbs. 15,515 lbs.
Croaker* - no. 532 49 581
weight 1,398 lbs. 125 lbs. 1,523 lbs.
Spot - no. 717 5 722
weight 305 lbs. 3 lbs« 308 lbs.
Others^ - no. 155 40 195
weight 271 lbs. 441 lbs. 712 lbs.
All species - no. 4,396 38,803 43,199
weight 16,352 lbs ® 169,763 lbs. 186,115 lbs.
^Atlantic croaker
^Others' includes black drum, red drum, summer flounder, striped 
bass, black sea bass, ’shark9, and tautog; see Table 39.
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greatest proportion of the mean total catch but were followed closely 
in some months by bluefish or spot.
Landings per trip of all species varied widely within months and 
also among trips reported on the same day. The variance of catch per 
trip was usually greater than the mean. The highest mean catches of 
bluefish per trip occurred in June (72.3 fish) and July (85.1 fish). 
Mean catches of weakfish on bottom-fishing trips were similar in June, 
July, and August and were highest in August (28.8 fish). Weights of 
the weakfish catch were greatest in June and July. The highest mean 
catch per trip of Atlantic croaker occurred in July (15.2 fish) and of 
spot in September (16.2 fish) (Table 39).
The number of fish landed per person per trip, and number of fish 
landed per person per hour were computed by month and type of trip. 
Bluefish trips produced greater mean catches per person than 
bottom-fishing trips in all months except October. Mean monthly catch 
per person per trip ranged between 5.0 and 14.2 fish for both types of 
fishing trips (Table 39; Figure 7). Figures 8 and 9 present monthly 
mean catch rates (number per person per hour) and 95% confidence 
limits for bottom-fishing and bluefish trips. Mean catch per person 
per hour was lower on bottom-fishing trips (monthly range: 1.1 to
2.2) than bluefish trips (monthly range: 0.9 to 2.6) except in
October. The standard errors of mean catch rates were greater for 
bottom-fishing trips than bluefish trips.
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Of the grand total reported bottom-fishing catch (4,396 fish), 
45.7% consisted of weakfish, 22.4% - bluefish, 16.3% - spot, 12.1% - 
Atlantic croaker, and 3.5% - other (Table 40). Of the grand total 
reported catch from bluefish trips (38,803 fish) 97.9% was bluefish, 
1.9% - weakfish, and .2% - Atlantic croaker, spot, and others. For 
the entire 1979 season, 3,745 fishermen (angler-trips) and 21,171 
man-hours were reported.
Average monthly weight per fish was calculated by dividing the 
total reported catch in pounds by the total reported catch in numbers 
for bluefish, weakfish, Atlantic croaker and spot (Table 41).
Weakfish average weights varied the most throughout the season with 
greatest weights per fish in May (8.4 lbs.) and June (7.1 lbs.) and 
lowest in August (2.5 lbs.) and September (3.6 lbs.). The largest 
croakers were landed in May and June and the largest spot were landed 
in September. Calculated monthly weights per bluefish ranged between
4.0 and 4.5 lbs.
Catch and effort data were collected from three bluefish trips by 
sampling on board three charter boats within a 30 day period (Table 
42). Mean length and mean weight per trip varied little among trips; 
the greatest range in sizes of bluefish occurred in the catch of June 
18. The highest catch per trip (103), per person, (14.7) and per 
man-hour (2.5), occurred on the June 18 trip.
Assuming that charter businesses responding to the survey 
recorded on their log sheets every trip made within a month, the
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TABLE 41
Monthly average weights of fish from 1979 
Northern Neck Charter boat log sheet data
Average weight (lbs.) per fish^- 
Bluefish Weakfish Croaker^ Spot
May 4.5 8.4 3.2 -
June 4.3 7.1 2.9 .4
July 4.5 6.1 2.6 .4
Aug. 4.0 2.5 2.6 .3
Sept • 4.0 3.6 1.3 .6
Oct. 4.0 5.5 .2
Combined 4.3 5.6 2.6 .4
* reported total catch (lbs.) 
reported total catch (no's.)
^Atlantic croaker
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TABLE 42
Catch, effort, and bluefish length and weight 
data from three sampling trips on Northern Neck Charter boats, 1979
June 18
TRIP DATE 
July 2 July 18
no. of fishermen 7 3 6
hours fished 6 4.5 6.5
no. of bluefish 103 17 60
catch (no.)/person 14.7 5.7 10.0
catch (no.)/person/hr. 2.5 1.3 1.5
Bluefish:
Total weight 334.3 lbs. 48.5 lbs. 186.9 lbs.
Mean weight 
(min. - max.) 
standard error
3.3 lbs. 
(1.5 - 7.0) 
.12
2.9 lbs. 
(1.7 - 3.7) 
.15
3.2 lbs. 
(2.2 - 5.1) 
.10
Mean fork-length 
(min. - max.) 
standard error
20.0 in. 
(15.9 - 26.7) 
. 24
18.6 in. 
(15.2 - 21.8) 
.40
19.1 in. 
(16.8 - 23.5) 
.21
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effort statistic, number of trips per boat per month, was available. 
This statistic was necessary for data expansion. Because of the 
relatively small sample size, full- and part- time business were not 
separated when calculating mean number of trips per boat per month. 
However, the ratio (1.6:1) of full- to part-time businesses sending in 
catch and effort data throughout the survey was virtually identical to 
that found by random sampling in the questionnaire study, which is 
assumed to give a reliable representation of the true population 
proportions. Thus, mean trips per boat per month from the survey 
records is probably weighted accurately in relation to full- and 
part-time businesses. July had the greatest mean effort per boat 
(13.5 trips), and October, the lowest (6.3 trips) (Table 43).
A comparison between logged trips per month and the recall data 
on number of trips per month (1978) was made for charter captains 
returning log sheets who were also interviewed in the questionnaire 
survey. Although the error of omission can not be controlled in the 
log data, the comparison provide a measure of the reliability of the 
monthly effort data from questionnaires. The correlation coefficient 
(r) computed for the two data sets equalled .93 (Fig. 10). Although a 
season*s effort is likely to change from year to year, the Northern 
Neck charter fishery is well-established and captains* effort during a 
particular month will be more affected by weather than customer demand 
or short-term changes in fishing success. Thus, the close correlation 
of questionnaire and log data is viewed as supporting the reliability 
of the monthly mean effort per boat statistic.
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TABLE 43
Reported monthly effort per boat from 1979 
Northern Neck charter boat survey^-
Number of trips/boat - mean; (minimum - maximum)
May 7.2 (2 - 14)
June 13.0 (4 - 30)
July 13.5 (4 - 32)
Aug . 10.9 (2 - 24)
Sept. 11.0 (2 - 21)
Oct. 6.3 (1- 16)
1-Full- and part-time operations combined.
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To estimate the total catch of the Northern Neck charter boat 
fishery for 1979, the mean catch (number of all species) per trip 
statistic from pooled monthly bottom-fish and bluefish trip data was 
used for data expansion. Trip data were pooled because of the low 
frequency of bottom-fishing trips, and to eliminate the variance 
associated with calculating a mean number of bottom-fishing trips per 
boat per month. Both types of fishing had similar ranges of catch 
(no.) per trip.
Plotting the frequencies of reported total catch per trip within 
a month revealed a negative binomial distribution, or that the data 
was positively skewed (skewed towards lower counts). This is often 
the case when the variance is greater than the mean (see Figures 11-A, 
B, and C). With this distribution, use of the geometric mean is more 
appropriate than the arithmetic mean (Elliot, 1971). Total catch 
(no.) per trip was transformed to logarithms, and the means, standard 
errors, and 95% confidence limits of the logarithmic data were 
calculated. The antilogarithm of the mean of the transformed data 
equals the geometric mean of the original data. The antilogs of the 
transformed confidence limits are limits that are of unequal distance 
from the geometric mean, and are compatible with the distribution of 
the original data. Geometric means and 95% confidence limits for each 
month are given in Table 44. Using these means and limits, the 
formula for estimating total monthly catches (number of fish) of the 
Northern Neck fishery is; total catch/trip x mean no. of trips/boat x 
total no. of boats (=31). Mean number of trips per boat for each
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TABLE 44
Monthly geometric means and 95% confidence 
limits of total catch (no. of all species) per trip 
- 1979 Northern Neck charter boat survey
Total Catch (no.)/trip^
Geometric mean 
95% Confidence limits Arithmetic mean
May 54.6 63.2
(n=7 8) 47.5 - 62.7
June 60.1 72.7
(n=l56) 53.3 - 67.7
July 66.7 84.4
(n=l62) 58.5 - 76.0
August 41.2 58.9
(n=l20) 33.8 - 50.1
Sept. 55.5 67.0
(n-77) 47.9 - 64.3
Oct. 27.5 32.4
(n=32) 21.7 - 35.0
•^■Bottom-fish and bluefish trip data pooled.
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month was used as a point estimate because the number of possible 
trips/boat/month are finite (0 to 30 or 31), and the monthly values of 
this effort variable are assumed to be reliable. Also, one avoids 
having to compute the variance of a product.
Species composition of the total reported catch is known for each 
month (Table 45) and these percentages were used to estimate the total 
monthly catch of each species from the estimate of total catch (all 
species). Total catch of all species from May to October was 
estimated to be 102,540 fish, of which bluefish = 91,345, weakfish = 
7301, Atlantic croaker = 1225, spot = 1822, and others = 848 (Table
46). Catch estimates for September and October are least reliable 
because of the lower response rate in those months.
If desired, rough estimates of the weight of a total species 
catch can be made by multiplying the monthly computed average weight 
per fish (Table 41) by the monthly catch estimates (no. of fish) in 
Table 46. Using this method it was estimated that approximately 
391,000 lbs. of bluefish, 40,800 lbs. of weakfish, 3,200 lbs. of 
Atlantic croaker, and 800 lbs. of spot were landed from May to October 
1979 by the Northern Neck charter fleet.
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TABLE 45
Monthly species composition (percentages) 
of total reported catch (no. of fish) - 1979 
Northern Neck charter boat survey
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct.
Bluefish 97.1 89.5 90.8 90.3 91.9 47.0
Weakfish 2.6 7.7 5.0 6.5 3.9 38.7
Atlantic
croaker .2 1.2 2.6 .5 .6
Spot - 1.6 1.5 2.3 3.1 2.0
Other*- .1 * .1 . 4 .5 12.2
xSee Table 39 
*less than .1
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DISCUSSION
General Overview
Virginia’s commercial sport fishing industry encompasses a 
diversity of enterprises. The variety of fishing services offered is 
indicative of the types of recreational fishing opportunities 
available and of a fleet's history within a region. Sample sizes, 
although not always the desired 75%, were large enough to demonstrate 
regional differences. Within survey areas, the diversity found among 
businesses supports the assumption that the sample sizes attained in 
this study gave accurate representations of the true populations. It 
is unlikely that a larger sample would reduce the variance within a 
group.
The sampling regime correctly identified the relative proportions 
of charter and head boats. However, because of the small number of 
head boat operations (n = 24), random sampling did not identify any 
businesses in Region IV (Eastern Shore) where one or two may have been 
operating. Head boats were located in areas easily accessible to a 
high volume of summer tourists and/or urban residents, whereas home 
ports of charter boats were more widespread and diffuse. A greater 
proportion of charter vessels to head boats is typical of commercial 
sport fishing fleets in most states (e.g. Browder et al., 1978; Liao 
and Cupka, 1979; Nicholson and Ruais, 1979). However, total fishing 
effort (angler-trips) from Virginia's head boats was greater than that 
from charter vessels because of greater angler capacity and a higher
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average number of fishing trips. These factors tend to yield higher 
mean gross revenues for head boat operations, and the greatest annual 
revenues reported in this survey were from a head boat business. Head 
boats were not always more profitable than charter operations however 
because of greater operating expenses.
Another basic distinction between Virginia's charter and head 
boat industries is the type of fish sought, fishing methods and 
fishing locations. This dichotomy exists in other states as well 
(e.g. June and Reintjes, 1957; Huntsman, 1976; Browder et al., 1978; 
Manooch and Laws, 1979; Nicholson and Ruais, 1979; McEachron, 1980). 
Charter fishing is predominated by the pursuit of pelagic game fish, 
from inshore bluefish to offshore tunas and billfish. Head boats, 
because of the number of anglers carried, are generally limited to 
bottom-feeding fish, or fish that can be caught without trolling. It 
is not uncommon however for charter boats to bottom-fish during 
certain parts of the season. Most Eastern Shore charter boats 
actually fished primarily for bottom-fish (summer flounder, Atlantic 
croaker, weakfish) due to a high local availability of these fish and 
a long tradition of this type of operation.
Catch information from the questionnaire survey does not 
represent an accurate quantification of the annual landings of charter 
and head boat anglers, but it is of significant qualitative value. 
Since catch data are based only on captains' rough estimates of 
average trip landings and not on actual measurement of anglers'
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catches, projections of the total catch for the fisheries are not 
justified. One may assume that the reported catches represent 
approximately 60% of the relative magnitude of the total catch.
Charter boats surveyed reported a catch of 1,155,569 pounds (all 
species) and head boats (excluding Norfolk-based boats) reported 
557,775 pounds. Species composition of the charter boat catch ranked 
by weight was bluefish - 53%, bottom-fish (weakfish, Atlantic croaker, 
summer flounder, spot, black drum, black sea bass) - 32%, bluefin tuna 
- 12% and other offshore pelagic fish (white marlin, king mackerel, 
other tunas, dolphin, wahoo, etc.) - 3%. Bottom-fish comprised 87% of 
the reported head boat catch.
For comparison with past activities, Richard's (1965) 
documentation of approximately 10% of the Eastern Shore charter boat 
landings from 1955 to 1962 indicated that bottom-fish (summer 
flounder, weakfish, Atlantic croaker, black sea bass, black drum, red 
drum) comprised 83.6%, and pelagic fish, 16.4% of the total catch. Of 
the pelagic fish landed, 54% were bluefish, 1% were bluefin tuna, and 
45% were other offshore species (Atlantic bonito, dolphin, cobia, 
little tunny, white marlin). Thus, on the Eastern Shore (Region IV) 
catch composition has changed little, but overall, pelagic fish have 
increased in importance due to greater availability and demand. Spot 
and Atlantic croaker dominated Virginia's inshore head boat catches 
followed by weakfish and summer flounder from 1955 to 1960 (Richards, 
1962), a ranking that currently prevails. How the current offshore 
black sea bass head boat landings compare with the past is unknown.
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The Head Boat Industry
Head boat fishing lacks the versatility of charter activities, 
but this service appeals to many people because of the low price, the 
opportunity to catch popular food fish, and the ease of access. Some 
captains claimed that more customers are becoming 'meat-fishermen.1
The Virginia Beach head boat fleet has increased in recent years 
due to greater demand from the growing number of residents and the 
large resort tourist trade. Since this survey was completed, three 
new head boats have entered the fishery in Virginia Beach. Initial 
investments required to start a head boat business are currently so 
high that most of the new Virginia Beach vessels have been additions 
to established operations and were formed as corporations. The new 
head boats are large and have an angler capacity of up to 60 to 70 
passengers, but do not compare in size to new vessels added to fleets 
from southern New England states to New Jersey (Nicholson and Ruais, 
1979). High demand in Virginia Beach, especially during the summer 
tourist season, enables head boats to schedule two half-day trips 
daily. Although the computed mean total costs for operating a head 
boat in Virginia Beach were as much as four times greater than any 
other region, average net revenues were the highest computed. The 
most successful businesses were those that, depending on seasonal 
preferences and fish availability, operated both a full- and half-day 
trip schedule. Many captains fishing the Virginia Beach area claimed 
that the use of electronic navigation, communication, and 
depth-finding equipment has improved head boat operations and has
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increased catch. ftkn-made structures such as the Chesapeake Bay 
Bridge Tunnel and offshore artificial reefs have also enhanced the 
fishery. The use of electronic equipment in precisely locating reefs 
or wrecks has made a successful black sea bass fishery possible.
Older head boat businesses and captains characterize the 
operations fishing the Chesapeake Bay out of Norfolk, Hampton,
Poquoson, and the York and Rappahannock rivers. Norfolk head boats 
are the only businesses that are currently heavily patronized by local 
customers. This situation presents a distinctive set of factors 
affecting operation. Local residents will fish frequently and desire 
a high catch rate. News of poor head boat fishing for a few days 
spreads rapidly and business can decline temporarily. Norfolk head 
boats once drew mostly non-local or vacationing fishermen who, 
according to the operators, are now attracted to the greater resort 
area of Virginia Beach. Mean net revenues were low compared to 
vessels that are docked only 10-20 miles away in Virginia Beach.
Head boat businesses operating in the Hampton/York River region 
were well-established and had a stable customer market. A high number 
of angler trips and low operating costs yielded, on the average, a 
relatively high net return (mean = $10,574). It is interesting to 
note that the captains in this region all had alternate employment in 
other marine trades that complemented their operation of a head boat 
business. In the past, a large group of head boats operated in the 
adjacent Newport News-James River area (Richards, 1962) but none were 
identified in this study.
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Rappahannock River head boats represented the oldest elements of 
Virginia's fleet and operations have remained relatively unchanged. 
Vessels were small, gasoline powered, and had a low angler capacity. 
Total expenses were low but so were gross revenues. Bottom-fishing 
success in the area had reportedly declined in recent years and 
captains felt that the market would hot bear an increase in trip fees. 
As in Region II (Hampton/York River), few head boats have recently 
entered the fishery mainly because of high initial investments, 
rapidly rising variable costs, and an uncertain future of customer 
demand and abundance of fish stocks. Captains that have retired from 
business in these areas have not been replaced. Apparently, the size 
of the head boat fleet fishing in the vicinity of the Rappahannock 
River was larger from 1955 to 1960 (Richards, 1962) but the exact 
number of boats operating at that time is unknown.
The expansion of effort data yielded 39,339 total half-day and 
25,820 total full-day trips made by head boat anglers in 1978 (Table
47). For comparison, several studies of head boat activities in other 
East Coast states or regions are available. Generally, head boats 
from Maine to New Jersey have a greater angler capacity and often fish 
a longer season by offering winter ground-fish trips, thus producing 
greater annual effort (McConnell and Nicholson, 1977; Nicholson and 
Ruais, 1979). Also, fleets in some of these northeast states are 
considerably larger than Virginia's, especially New York's (206), New 
Jersey's (114), and Massachusetts' (91) (Nicholson and Ruais, 1979). 
Although fleets in North and South Carolina are similar in size to
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TABLE 47
Estimated total number of head boat 
angler-trips made in 1978
Half-day
angler-trips
Full—day 
angler-trips
Region I 37,079 19,950
Region II 2,260 2,305
Region III - 3,665
Total 39,339 25,820
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Virginia's, head boats produce more angler trips because of greater 
capacity and slightly longer fishing season (Huntsman, 1976; Liao and 
Cupka, 1979). Florida head boats serve more fishermen annually 
because of a large fleet, greater capacity, and more fishing days per 
year (Browder et al«, 1978). Since the field portion of this study 
was completed, a total of five or six new head boats have been added 
to Virginia's fleet. Current (1980) annual head boat angler effort in 
Virginia is thus assumed to be higher than that of 1978.
The total gross revenues from head boat fishing fees was 
estimated to be $667,600 (Table 48). Although other fisherman 
expenditures directly related to head boat fishing trips, such as for 
food, lodging, or transportation, were not obtained in this survey, a 
rough estimation of them can be made from values in the literature.
In compiling available data for a management plan, the Gulf of Mexico 
and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils (1980) estimated that 
for every dollar spent on charter and head boats fees, anglers spent 
an additional $.75 with businesses providing food, lodging and 
transportation. Assuming this ratio, Virginia's head boat fishermen 
spent an estimated $500,700 in 1978 for goods and services associated 
with their angling trips (Table 48).
Direct revenues resulting from all head boat fishermens' 
expenditures have an additional indirect impact on the economy through 
what is known as the multiplier effect. A portion of the money spent 
on head boat fees and on associated services is respent within a 
region and contributes to the income (wages and profits) of other area
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TABLE 48
Estimated total direct and indirect economic 
impacts of the head boat fishery - 1978
Va. Beach
I
Norfolk
Region
II III ALL
n=24
Direct impacts;
Estimated total 
gross revenues- 
fishing fees $490,041 92,064 46,660 38,835 667,600
Estimated total 
gross revenues- 
associated busi- 
1nesses1 $367 ,531 69,048 34,995 29,126 500 ,700
$857,572 161,112 81,655 67,961 1,168,300
Indirect impacts;
Multiplier effects 
on fishing fee 
revenues^ $558,647 104,953 53,192 44,272 761,064
Multiplier effects
on associated 
2revenues*4. $297 ,700 55,929 28,346 23 ,592 405,567
$856,347 160,882 81,538 67,864 1,166,631
Direct & Indirect $1 ,713,919 321,994 163,193 135,825 2,334,931
^-Includes food, lodging, transportation; see text for method of estimation* 
^Multiplier values from; Centaur Management Consultants, 1977.
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residents and businesses. Generally, an economic income multiplier is 
calculated by industry and by locality. Expenditure multipliers for 
the charter and head boat fishing industry used to estimate indirect 
impacts in other studies range in value from 1.20 to 1.56 (e.g.
Coastal Zone Resources Corp., 1972; Gentle, 1977; Liao and Cupka,
1979). A nation-wide study calculated that the multiplier for 
commercial sport fishing gross revenues equalled 1.14 and that for 
associated gross revenues was .81 (Centaur Management Consultants, 
1977). Browder et al. (1978) used these values for estimating the 
indirect impacts from part of Florida’s charter and head boat 
industry. Applying these multipliers to Virginia’s head boats, an 
estimated total $1,166,631 was generated in 1978 in indirect revenues 
(Table 48).
The sum of direct and indirect impacts yields the total 
expenditure generated by the fishery. The estimated economic impact 
of Virginia’s head boat industry was $2,334,931 in 1978. This is only 
the monetary value and does not include any estimate of the intangible 
values, such as recreational benefits or aesthetic satisfaction. The 
multipliers used for calculation in this study estimate national 
effects of head boat expenditures, however the major portion of the 
impact in Virginia.
The Charter Boat Industry
Virginia’s fleet of approximately 125 charter fishing boats 
(1979) is similar in size to the neighboring industry in North
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Carolina (134 vessels) (Manooch and Ross, 1979) but is notably smaller 
than Maryland’s (315 vessels) (Md. Dept, of Natural Resources, pers. 
comm.). The number of charter boats operating in other states on the 
Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico coasts are presented for comparison in 
Table 49.
In recent years the regional groups of charter boats in Virginia 
have experienced either growth or decline as a result of changes in 
customer demand, fishing opportunities, and/or financial success. In 
Region I (Virginia Beach/Norfolk) the total number of charter boats 
has increased over the past 20 years due to growth in tourism, an 
expanding local population, and the establishment of an ocean inlet in 
Virginia Beach. Within the region there has been a net movement of 
charter businesses from Norfolk to Virginia Beach. According to 
captains surveyed, the decline of charter fishing in Region II 
(Hampton/York River) was caused by reduced fishing success and 
customers being attracted elsewhere. In the upper Chesapeake Bay area 
of Region III (Rappahannock/Potomac) fleet size has grown in the last 
ten years. Increasing customer demand and improved fishing success 
due to the greater availability of bluefish and weakfish have produced 
this expansion. On the Eastern Shore (Region IV) fleets have declined 
in Oyster, Quinby and Chincoteague, but have grown in Cape Charles and 
Wachapreague. However, current total fleet size (43 vessels) has 
diminished since Richards (1965) reported 60 to 80 charter boats 
operating on the Eastern Shore from 1955 to 1962.
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TABLE 49
Estimated number of charter boats operating 
in Atlantic Coast and Gulf of Mexico states
State No* of Charter Boats
Maine^ 26
New Hampshire! 14
Massachusetts^ 108
Rhode Island! 34
Connecticut! 110
New York! 150
New Jersey! 235
Delaware® 112
Maryland^ 315
Virginia5 125
North Carolina0 134
South Carolina^ 32
Georgia® 20
Florida® 612
Alabama® 25
Mississippi® 40
Louisiana® 30
Texas^ 140
Sources:
! Centaur Management Consultants, 1977
2 Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries, 1977
3 Governor’s Task Force on Marine Recreation, Delaware, 1980
^ Maryland Department of Natural Resources, pers. comm*, 1980
5 This study, 1979
® Manooch and Ross, 1979 
 ^ Liao and Cupka, 1979
® Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Management Councils, 1980 
^ McEachron, 1980
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The types of vessels and electronic equipment used are generally 
a function of which target species a charter business pursues. For 
offshore fishing, large, fast boats of long cruising range, equipped 
with diesel engines and electronic communication and fish-finding 
instruments are necessary. These boats predominate in Region I and 
occurred frequently in Region IV. A variety of diversely equipped 
vessels were capable of inshore and Chesapeake Bay fishing. An older 
vessel designed for traditional Bay commercial fishing activities with 
only a C.B. radio could fish successfully as a charter boat alongside 
a custom-built sport fishing boat possessing various electronic gear. 
Vessels that were used heavily for bottom-fishing or other 
non-trolling activities required the least power, space, and 
equipment. The costs of purchasing a new vessel are currently so high 
that most operators chose to rely on a rigorous repair and maintenance 
schedule. Although some captains felt that a large, modern boat 
helped attract customers, evidence from this study suggests that 
older, less sophisticated vessels do not deter anglers as long as 
fishing success is satisfactory and the captain is reliable.
The two fish species that have had the most impact on Virginia’s 
charter fishery in the last 15 years are the bluefish and the striped 
bass. From the early 1960ss to 1972 striped bass were reportedly 
abundant in catches of boats fishing the Chesapeake Bay from its mouth 
to the Potomac River. Large stripers were available in spring and 
late fall, and "school stripers" (1-2 lbs.) were present during summer 
months. Striped bass stocks in Virginia waters have declined sharply
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and captains reported that their last successful trips for stripers 
were made in 1975. Speir et al. (1977) documented a similar reduction 
in Maryland*s recreational striped bass landings. Comparing their 
estimate of the 1976 sport catch with that of a previous survey, 
striped bass harvest (in numbers of fish) had declined by 90% since 
1962. The absence of striped bass shortens the season of Virginia’s 
charter boats that fish the Bay during fall and early winter months 
(up to January) and thus decreases potential revenues.
Offsetting this decline was an increase in the abundance of 
bluefish stocks during the late *60*s that has been sustained through 
the 1970’s. Commercial and recreational landing statistics reflect 
this upward trend in abundance, but exact biological data on 
population size is lacking (Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery 
Management Councils, 1980). Bluefish are currently one of the most 
important sport fish for anglers fishing the North and Middle Atlantic 
regions of the U.S. East Coast (Wilk, 1977; Nicholson and Ruais,
1979). Bluefish attracted Virginia’s ocean-side charter businesses to 
offshore fishing, and some captains reported that bluefish were 
responsible for initiating the building of the present fleet of 
offshore boats. Bluefish also changed the nature of part of the 
charter fishery in Region III (Rappahannock/Potomac) by shifting Bay 
fishing away from bottom-fish (especially the sciaenids) and striped 
bass. Maryland charter captains fishing in the Chesapeake Bay landed 
24 bluefish for every striped bass in 1976 (Speir et al., 1977).
Also, in comparison with a previous survey, the total sport catch of
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bluefish in Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay wafers was up by 225% since 1962 
(Speir et al., 1977). Bluefish were the second most abundant fish in 
the total catch of North Carolina’s chatter boats during 1977 (fcknooch 
and Laws, 1979).
Sciaenid fishes, especially weakfish, spot, and Atlantic croaker, 
dominated Virginia charter boat bottom-fishing catches in the past 
(Richards, 1962, 1965), and continue to do so in some areas, 
particularly the Eastern Shore region. Captains reported that 
weakfish availability had been ample in the past few years and that 
the years between 1974 and 1978 yielded substantial catches of 
Atlantic croaker. Stocks of weakfish and croaker in the Middle 
Atlantic were at very low levels in the early *70*s according to 
commercial landing statistics (Joseph, 1972). The availability of 
spot however did not seem to fluctuate widely from year to year. 
Captains noted that two sciaenids, the northern and southern kingfish 
(Menticirrhus saxatilis and M. americanus) have disappeared from 
bottom catches, as well as two other historically important sport 
fish, the northern puffer (Sphaeroides maculatus) and the pigfish 
(Qrthopristis chrysoptera).
The importance of deep-sea fishing to Virginia’s charter industry 
is relatively new. Only in the last 10 or 15 years have white marlin 
and bluefin tuna become major target species for boats with 
ocean-access. On the Eastern Shore, captains reported that offshore 
big game fishing began in the late 19405s, but only recently gained in 
importance. Vessel improvements and the use of electronic
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navigational and fish-finding equipment made more successful offshore 
fishing possible. The creation of an ocean inlet in Virginia Beach 
also facilitated the development of this fishery. Maryland’s white 
marlin charter fishery has been active since the late 1930’s (Earle, 
1940; June and Reintjes, 1957). Offshore pelagic species (mackerels, 
tunas, dolphin, bluefish, etc.) are currently the primary targets for 
North Carolina’s entire charter fishing fleet, with marlin fishing 
prominant among boats in the Oregon Inlet-Cape Hatteras area (Manooch 
and Laws, 1979). Due to apparent declines in abundance of billfish 
and several other pelagic species (king mackerel, Spanish mackerel, 
cobia) and because of their importance to sport fishermen, management 
plans have been or are being prepared to regulate these fisheries in 
the Fishery Conservation Zone (South Atlantic Fishery Management 
Council, 1980; Gulf of Mexico and South Atlantic Fishery Management 
Councils, 1980). Bluefin tuna, the most actively sought tuna by 
Virginia’s charter boats, have also declined in availability and 
current NOAA/NMFS regulations limit the sport catch to four bluefin 
tuna, depending on size, per angler per day.
Expanding charter boat effort data, an estimated total of 1,167 
half-day and 39,657 full-day angler-trips were produced by charter 
businesses operating in 1978 (Table 50). Regionally, the greatest 
angler effort (15,280 trips) was estimated for Eastern Shore 
operations. In a study of Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay sport fishery, 
Speir et al. (1977) estimated that 241,796 angler-trips (25.8% were 
half-day trips) were made by Maryland charter boats during 1976.
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TABLE 50
Estimated total number of charter boat 
angler-trips made in 1978 (full- and part-time businesses combined)
Half-day Ful1-day
_________  angler-trips_______________ angler-trips________________
Region I 451 10,006
Region II 36 650
Region III 680 13,721
Region IV _1 15,280
Total 1,167 39,657
1-No half-day trips were reported in survey.
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Abbas (1978) reported that North Carolina’s charter fleet provided 
56,230 angler-trips in 1977. Since charter boats usually carry six 
anglers or less, total angler effort in a state is a function of fleet 
size and number of trips made per year.
Unlike head boat businesses, charter boat revenues are dependent 
only on the number of trips made per year and not on the number 
fishermen carried. Part-time charter businesses took so few trips 
that making a profit or even meeting expenses was usually impossible. 
Revenues gained were generally enough to cover the fixed costs of 
owning the boat and fishing equipment, which was often a major 
objective of the part-time captain. The highest annual mean gross 
revenues ($27,438) were computed for full-time businesses in Region I 
(Virginia Beach/Norfolk), but mean total costs were so great that 
average net revenues ($10,278) were not particularly outstanding. The 
average full-time charter business in Region IV (Eastern Shore) was as 
financially successful as Region I operations. Location in a rural 
area and fewer high cost offshore trolling trips kept total expenses 
low for Eastern Shore boats. Similar factors were also responsible 
for allowing many Region III full-time businesses to generate modest 
profits.
The South Atlantic Fishery Management Council (1980) compiled and 
standardized the financial data of charter fishing businesses 
available from five Atlantic and Gulf states and their summary is 
reproduced in Table 51. Comparing these economic data with the 
analysis of Virginia’s full-time charter operations presented in Table
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27, it is apparent that although mean gross revenues of Virginia 
businesses are generally lower, their average net revenues are within 
the range of those estimated for the five other states.
The direct economic impact from all charter boat gross revenues 
was estimated to be $1,346,741 in 1978 (Table 52). Using the method 
described in the discussion of head boat impacts, charter boat anglers 
generated an additional estimated $1,010,057 in gross revenues for 
other businesses associated with their angling trips. Applying the 
previously described income multipliers from Centaur Management 
Consultants (1977) to charter fishing direct revenues, an estimated 
$2,353,429 of total indirect revenues were generated in 1978 (Table 
52). The estimated economic impact of Virginia*s charter fishing 
industry was $4,710,227 in 1978.
The values of direct and indirect expenditures (excepting fishing 
fee revenues) calculated for both charter and head boat fleets should 
be used with caution as they are based on broad assumptions and 
resulted from the use of possibly incompatible data in the literature. 
Direct measurement of resident and non-resident angler expenditures 
and computation of regional income multipliers are necessary for an 
accurate evaluation of economic impact.
Northern Neck Charter Boat Fishery
The 1979 log book survey achieved for the first time a 
continuous, season-long documentation of the catch and effort of a 
group of Virginia's charter boats. Success was due to particularly
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TABLE 52
Estimated total direct and indirect economic 
impacts of the charter boat fishery 
(full- and part-time businesses combined) - 1978
I II
Region
III IV ALL
Direct Impacts:
Estimted total 
gross revenues- 
fishing fees $489,778 13,613 378,480 464,870 1,346,741
Estimated total 
gross revenues- 
associated 
businesses^- $367 ,334 10,210 283,860 348,653 1,010,057
$857,112 23,823 662,340 813,523 2,356,798
Indirect Impacts:
Multiplier effects 
on fishing fee 
revenues^ $558,346 15,519 431,467 529,951 1,535,283
Multiplier effects 
on associated 
revenues^ $297,540 8,270 229 *927 282 ,409 818,146
$855,886 23,789 661,394 812,360 2,353,429
Direct & Indirect $1 ,712,998 47,612 1,323,734 1,625,883 4,710,227
^Includes food, lodging, transportation; see text for method of estimation* 
^Multiplier values from: Centaur Managraent Consultants, 1977*
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high levels of support and enthusiasm from the captains involved. 
Response rates were quite adequate and because of the homogeneity of 
the fishery, the estimates of total catch from monthly samples are 
useful representations of the actual total catch.
Log data has inherent errors and biases that can only be 
corrected by sampling a boat’s catch at dock-side. By sampling 
Carolina head boat catches with both log books and a creel census, it 
was found that log data generally gave significantly higher estimates 
of a trip's catch than creel counts, especially if a catch was large 
(Huntsman et al., 1978). However, because of the size of the fishery 
and the expenses involved in port sampling, Huntsman et al. (1978) 
concluded that the extensive, low cost coverage offered by log books, 
although biased, met their needs in monitoring head boat catches. 
Similarly, due to the nature of the Northern Neck charter fishery and 
this study, the use of logs maintained by boat captains was the most 
opportune method of data collection.
One bias that may exist in this type of survey is the possible 
difference in catch or effort between those responding and the 
non-participants. Systematic sampling of the catch of boats not 
reporting solves this problem. In estimating the total catch from log 
book data, it was assumed that the activities of captains not 
returning logs were not significantly different from those of 
participating captains. Data from the questionnaire survey of 
randomly selected Northern Neck captains revealed a uniformity in 
target species, fishing sites and methods, and angler effort.
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Reported landings per trip varied so widely between days and within 
days that it is probable that unreported catches would lie within the 
range of values in any time frame. Also, observations on board 
Northern Neck charter boats and many informal talks with captains 
supported the assumption that unreported catches were comparable to 
the data collected.
The possibility that captains may have overestimated the weight 
of their catches, especially total catch of bluefish, was indicated by 
the measurements made on the sampling trips. Bluefish landed on 
sampling trips averaged about three pounds, while reported monthly 
mean weights were four pounds or more. Captains usually had an 
accurate knowledge of how many fish were landed during a trip, but 
tended to judge the weight of the total catch by eye or measurement of 
one or two fish. In checking the accuracy of records kept by 
California party boat operators by direct measurement of boat catches, 
Baxter and Young (1953) found that recorded weights were very 
different from the actual poundages landed even though counts were 
generally accurate. The catch of North Carolina charter boats was 
surveyed by log books and by creel clerks who sampled landings 
periodically in order to calculate mean weights for each species 
(Manooch and Laws, 1979). This may be the best method to use for 
obtaining weights of catches, rather than expecting captains to 
provide a precise measurement.
The log book survey showed that bluefish dominate this Chesapeake 
Bay fishery almost exclusively. They were the target for 8 6.6% of the
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charter trips and comprised 90.2% of the total catch in number of 
fish. Bluefish were also the second most frequently landed fish on 
bottom-fishing trips. This estuarine fishery for bluefish is quite 
different from the offshore fishery described for North Carolina’s 
charter boats (Manooch and Laws, 1979). Highest catches per trip of 
bluefish in North Carolina were made during fall months whereas in the 
Northern Neck highest bluefish catches per trip occurred in June and 
July. Monthly mean values of bluefish catch per trip were always 
higher for the Virginia charter boats. Much smaller fish (.5-1.5 
lbs.) were landed during the summer months in North Carolina and very 
large blues were present in spring and fall (Manooch and Ross, 1979). 
Northern Neck reported average weights of bluefish (4.0-4.5 lbs.) 
varied little throughout the season. Manooch and Ross (1979) felt 
that their data showed the possibility of the existence of at least 
two populations of bluefish in North Carolina waters. Kendall and 
Walford (1979) presented evidence that the two major spawning seasons 
and areas of bluefish may represent two separate populations. What 
position the bluefish frequenting Virginia’s Chesapeake Bay occupy in 
the Atlantic population structure is unknown.
Bluefish were also of major importance (78.8% of the total catch 
by number) to Maryland*s Chesapeake Bay charter fishery according to 
data collected from log books in 1976 (Speir et al., 1977). Striped 
bass were the second most sought fish by Maryland charter anglers and, 
as in the Northern Neck, very little effort was directed towards 
bottom-fish. Similarly, sciaenids were the most abundantly caught
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bottom-fish, although white perch rather than weakfish dominated 
bottom catches (Speir et al., 1977). Bluefish catch per person per 
hour (2.1) by Northern Neck charter anglers for the whole season was 
more than twice that of Maryland charter fishermen in 1976 (.89 
bluefish/person/hour). Catch rates (number of fish/man-hour) in the 
Northern Neck fishery were generally higher than those reported for 
the Texas charter fishery (McEachron, 1980), the Dade County, Florida 
charter fishery (Gentle, 1977) and the South Carolina charter fishery 
(Liao and Cupka, 1979).
A rough comparison of the 1979 catch record data with 1978 
questionnaire data can be made by using the average catch (lbs.) per 
trip estimated for each month from Northern Neck captains surveyed at 
random. These values of catch per trip multiplied by the average
number of trips per month, and expanded for the whole fishery (31 
boats) estimates a total catch of all fish in 1978 that is 
approximately 158,000 pounds greater than the estimate of the weight 
of 1979 total landings calculated from log data. Either the number or 
the size of the fish caught had declined in a year, causing this 27% 
decrease in catch weight, or more likely, the recall data from 
questionnaires are overestimates.
CONCLUSION
The charter and head boat industry is a form of public access to 
common property marine fishery resources. It is a service industry 
that is dependent on interactions of fish availability and customer 
demand. Designers of management policies affecting the accessability 
to these resources must evaluate potential impacts from this 
perspective. Planners should also focus on the economic and social 
benefits that accrue to coastal communities when making decisions 
influencing commercial sport fishing.
How the activities of Virginia's charter and head boat fleet 
compare with all other marine recreational fishing in the state is 
unknown. The total number of angler trips provided by all charter and 
head boats in 1978 was estimated to be 105,983. Speir et al. (1977) 
calculated that 1,694,200 finfishing trips were made in the Maryland 
portion of the Chesapeake Bay and that 14.3% of these were charter 
boat angler trips. The survey also revealed that despite the greater 
amount of effort expended by private boat anglers, charter boat 
fishermen landed 42% of the total catch by weight (Speir et al.,
1977). It is possible that a charter or head boat angler in Virginia 
has a greater harvest capacity than a private fisherman as several 
other studies have reported higher catch rates on charter and head 
boats (Briggs, 1962; Frisbie and Ritchie, 1963; Elser, 1965; Caillouet 
and Higman, 1973; Irby, 1974). Preliminary survey data on Virginia’s 
bluefin tuna sport fishery indicate that the catch per unit effort by
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charter anglers was twice as great as that of private anglers (James 
Cowan, pers. comm.).
A measurement of the magnitude of the total marine sport fishery 
harvest in Virginia is necessary for sound management of 
recreationally and commercially exploited fish stocks. The 
Commonwealth should implement a research program to document 
recreational landings. A quantitative dockside census of the landings 
of charter and head boat anglers needs to be made coincident with the 
survey of catch and effort of other modes of angling. Efforts to 
manage a fishery do not generally occur until the resource is scarce 
or on the decline (Nicholson and Ruais, 1979). Having the 
recreational data base on hand would simplify and expedite the 
management process. The survey of marine anglers should also 
determine the economic impacts of their activities in order to 
facilitate meaningful comparisons with commercial fisheries.
Each management tactic used to control total harvest has a 
particular effect on different fisheries. Managers regulating the 
charter and head boat industry must carefully consider possible 
reactions to proposed strategies. Seasonal catch quotas or 
allocations, often used for regulating commercial fisheries, are not 
generally applicable to sport fisheries because of the difficulty of 
acquiring timely and complete landing data. Instead, daily catch 
quotas or size limitations are more often set for recreationally 
sought fish since these are easier to monitor and accept. A daily 
catch limit on billfish may impose little hardship on a Virginia
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charter business because customers have not generally demanded a high 
catch rate. However, a catch limit on a bottom-fish that head boat 
anglers have traditionally sought in quantity may cause these 
businesses to lose customers. In this case a minimum size 
restriction, if compatible with conservation requirements, may be more 
beneficial to the head boat industry. Prohibiting the catch of a 
species important to charter or head boats during their fishipg season 
could be detrimental if other species available did not meet customer 
demands.
To resolve conflicts arising between commercial and sport 
fishermen over common property resources, the optimum yield strategy 
requires an emphasis on the economic impacts relative to differential 
allocation. The majority of the estimated $7,045,158 of direct and 
indirect revenues from Virginia's charter and head industry resulted 
from anglers pursuing bluefish and sciaenid fishes. Summer flounder, 
bluefin tuna, and black sea bass were also of economic importance. 
Bluefish, sciaenids, and summer flounder are of equal recreational and 
economic importance to other sectors of the sport fishery such as 
private boat angling, pier fishing, and surf casting. The 
expenditures and impacts relative to these species, conceivably in the 
tens of millions, need to be evaluated for these activities.
Currently, bluefish are not important target species for commercial 
fishermen in Virginia, but sciaenids (spot, Atlantic croaker, 
weakfish) and summer flounder form a major part of the commercial food 
fish landings. If sciaenid or flounder stocks should decline and
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managers decide to regulate the fisheries, sport fishermen must be 
able to document the economic value of their activities to insure 
political recognition and equitable allocation.
It is difficult to predict the future of Virginia's commercial 
sport fishing industry. Growth or stability will likely be influenced 
more by economic factors than fishing success. Operating expenses are 
rising rapidly, especially fuel costs, and some captains may be forced 
out of business. Although net returns are generally low, many 
operators depend on this source of income during the fishing season. 
Owners may also have difficulty financing replacements for old vessels 
and equipment. Head boat businesses may be able to withstand economic 
pressures better than charter operations because of their capacity to 
generate higher net revenues. To promote a prosperous future, beyond 
combating financial problems, charter and head boat operators need to 
involve themselves in the process of the conservation and management 
of the fishery resources that are the foundation of their industry.
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I .  QWNER/OPERATQR INFORMATION
1 * Do you operate a Head Boat ____ , or a Charter Boat
2. Do you own the vessel(s)?
YES ____  NO____
How many? ____
3, How long have you been in the sport f ishery  business?  YRS.
How long have you been a captain? YRS.
How many boats have you operated in the past?_____________ ____
4, Do you have another occupation?
YES NO
What? ______________  Previous Occupation?
5, What was your home port or marina in '78 season?____________
Did you work out o f any other port in Va.?
YES __________  NO_____ _____
Which? _____________
Out o f any other s ta te (s )?
YES __________   NO____ _____
Whi ch?
Are you a Va. resident?
YES NO
6. Why did you get into the Charter/Head Boat fish ing business?
Money ____
Fishing ___ _
Boating ____
Other (specify) ___________________________
7. What is your age?  YRS.
I I .  BUSINESS STRUCTURE
8, Is your business a(n) :  Individual Proprietorship
Partnership
Corporation
I f  Corporation,
What is number o f vessels involved? ; Stockholders?
-2-
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9, Which months do you operate: Full time____________________________
Part t i m e ............... ..................
Not at a l l  ..................................................
10, Do you operate on a fixed d a ily  schedule?
YES NO
TIMES____________
What are your: Full Day Rates? $________.
H alf Day Rates? $___________
What services are included in t
Use of Tackle_____
Bait_____
Fish cold-storage_____
11, Please describe your employees:
NO.
Mate ________ _
Bait Boy __________
Skipper __________
O ffice Help __________
Other (describe) __________
12, Approximately how many tr ip s  did you make in the '78 season?
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
[full day
[half day
13. On the average, how many fishermen do you take out per tr ip ?
14. Do you do your own bookings?  , or through an agent?
15. What is the most successful! method of a t tra c t in g  customers?
Advertising _____  Word of mouth______
S atis f ie d  customer  Other______
16. Do you belong to a Charter/Head Boat Association?
YES  NO_____
W h i c h ? ________________________
For how long?_____________________
Membership requirements?__________
What services provided?
;he base rate?
Fish cleaning_ 
Instruction  
Other"
SALARY/YR. or /TRIP 
$________________
$________________
$________________
$________________
$
17. Do you have : Motorboat Operator's License
Operator's License
- 3 -
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I I I .  VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS
17. A) Boat(s)
Length ___ _
Displacement ____
Fuel capacity ____
Cruising Range
B) Engine(s)
Type _____
Age 
Draft  
Hull material
When la s t  re b u i l t
18. Is boat equipped with 
Radar .
Fathometer  ____
Loran A or C
19
Age
Fish Finder 
Ship to Shore Radio 
Other (specify)
Approximately how much have you invested in th is  equipment?
$ ___
What would i t  cost new? $____________ 9 and how long would you expect
to use i t?  _______ YRS.
What equipment is most important in finding a spec ific  location to 
fish?  _____________________ _
19.- What kind of insurance do you have fo r  your b o a t? ____________________
Cost per year $____________
20. What is the present market value of the boat? $ ________
21. How much would a new engine(s) cost? 
What is engine l i f e  with overhauls?
How many overhauls? 
What is average cost per overhaul?
$
YRS.
IV. ECONOMIC INFORMATION
22. A) Please estimate cost per t r ip  o f :
Fuel & Oil $___________ Ice $_
Bait $ Other $
B) Please estimate cost per year ( ' 78)  fo r  : 157
Boat Repair and Maintenance $_____________
S lip  Rental/Storage $_____________
Advertising/Booking Service $_____________
Property Taxes $_____ _______
Loan Payments $_^____________
Other  ______________________ $_____________
C) Of these operating costs, what percentage did you spend lo c a l ly  ?______ %
23. How much would i t  cost to replace your fish ing  gear?
Replacement cost Years o f Usefulness
RODS $_______________  __________
REELS $_______________  _________
LURES,ETC. $_______________  __________
24. What was your to ta l  gross revenue fo r  the '78 season? $________________
25. What percent of your to ta l  annual income is derived from your Charter/Head 
Boat fish ing business? 0/
V. CATCH INFORMATION
26. A) Do you fish  p r im ar ily  : Bay/Rivers_______
Nearshore ______
Offshore _____ _
Bridge Tunnel ______
B) I f  o ffshore, do you f is h  on :
A r t i f i c ia l  Reefs ______
Wrecks ___
Rocks ______
27. Do you fish  fo r  certa in  kinds o f fish? YES  NO__
KIND WHICH MONTHS GEAR/METHOD
28. What do you estimate to be the average catch per t r ip  in pounds fo r  '78 season 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
Ave. Catch/ 
Trip  (LBS)
15829. Which f is h  are most abundant in your catch?
MONTHS FISH
30. Approximately how long is your gear in the water per tr ip ?
H alf Day Trip  _______ HRS. Full Day Trip  HRS.
31. Do you keep catch records? YES  NO_____
Specify information recorded:_______________________________________
VI. MISCELLANEOUS
32. Did you use your boat fo r  other commercial fish ing  in 1978?
YES NO______
What kind?______ ___________
Whe re ? ____________ ____
33. Have you ever experienced c o n fl ic ts  with other commercial fish ing  businesses
YES NO
What?___________ _____
With recreational boaters or divers?
YES____ ________________________ NO_____
What?_________________
34. Approximately what percent of your customers are: LOCAL  %
IN-STATE %
OUT-OF-STATE ______ %
35. What percent o f your customers spend the night in a local motel p r io r
to going out with you? 0/
36. A) What weather conditions keep you from operating?
B) Where do you obtain weather information?  __________________________
C) Approximately how many working days did you lose to bad weather in '78?
______ DAYS
D) Is the weather information you receive adequate?
YES_  NO_____
Suggestions fo r  improvement _______ _ _ _ _____________________________ _
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37. What can you t e l l  me about the h istory  o f the Charter/Head Boat fish ing  
industry in th is  area?
38. What are sp ec if ic  problems in the fishery  a ffec ting  your operation? 
What solutions do you propose?
39. What are your comments on the future of the Charter/Head Boat fish ing  
industry in Virg inia?
William J. Hargis, Jr.
Director
COM MONW EALTH of V1RQINIA
V irg in ia  In s t i tu te  o f  M a r in e  Science
G l o u c e s t e r  P o i n t ,  V i r g i n i a  2 3 0 6 2
Maurice P. Lynch 
Sea Grant Director 
(804) 642-2111 SEA G RANT PROGRAM
Dear Charter/Head Boat Captain:
My name is Anne Marshall and I am a graduate student 
at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS). I am 
conducting a study of the charter and head boat industry 
in Virginia under the direction of Jon Lucy in VIMS Sea 
Grant Marine Advisory Services. The purpose of this effort 
is to identify the importance of your industry to Virginia, 
e.g. the size of the fleet, the number of people involved 
in the fishery, an estimate of the revenues brought into 
coastal communities by the boats, and the major kinds of 
fish caught.
The study will be carried out through personal, 
confidential interviews with boat captains. I will be 
calling you in the next few days to make an appointment to 
meet with you. The interview should take no more than half 
an hour. In addition, during the next season, daily fish 
catch information may be sought in selected Bay and offshore 
areas to assist VIMS scientists in better estimating the total 
catches of certain fish in Virginia waters. Because the catch 
by sport fishermen may equal or exceed that of commercial 
fishermen, it's important to have estimates of both catches in 
trying to understand the changes that occur in the fish population.
The results of the study will be published by VIMS and made 
available to you. The report will describe the fishery as a 
whole as well as its geographical subsections. Summarizing 
statistics will be used in the report, thereby maintaining the 
confidentiality of information collected from individual captains.
I look forward to meeting and working with you.
Sincerely,
Anne Marshall
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William J. Hargis, Jr.
Director
Maurice P. Lynch 
Sea Grant Director 
(804) 642-2111
Dear Charter/Head Boat Captain:
My name is Anne Marshall and I am a graduate student at the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science (VIMS). I am conducting a study of the charter and 
head boat industry in Virginia under the direction of Jon Lucy in VIMS Sea Grant 
Marine Advisory Services. The purpose of this effort is to identify the import­
ance of your industry to Virginia, e.g. the size of the fleet, the number of 
people involved in the fishery, an estimate of the revenues brought into coastal 
ccsOTnunities by the boats, and the major kinds of fish caught.
The study will be carried out during the next twelve months through personal, 
confidential interviews with boat captains. In addition, daily fish catch 
information will be sought in selected Bay and offshore areas to assist VIMS 
scientists in better estimating the total catches of certain fish in Virginia 
waters. Because the catch by sport fishermen may equal or exceed that of 
commercial fishermen, it's important to have estimates of both catches in 
trying to understand the changes that occur in fish populations.
Through the Northern Neck Charter Boat Association or by contacting you 
individually, I will soon distribute daily catch record sheets that can be 
easily filled out and returned to me by mail. Captain Bob Stoner, president 
of the Association, has reviewed the interview questions and catch record 
sheets I propose to use. He endorses the study as a benefit to the industry.
The results of the study will be published by VIMS and made available to 
you. The report will describe the fishery as a whole as well as its geographical 
subsections. Summarizing statistics will be used in the report, thereby main­
taining the confidentiality of information collected from individual captains.
The personal interviews I mentioned previously will be carried out primarily 
in the off season, and I will be contacting you later about setting up an 
appointment. I am looking forward to working with you.
Sincerely,
Anne Marshall
Graduate Assistant
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Services
COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
V irg in ia  Ins t i tu te  o f  M a r in e  Science
G l o u c e s t e r  P o i n t , V i r g i n i a  2 3 0 6 2
SEA GRANT PROGRAM
AM/dec
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William J„ Hargis, Jr.
Director
COMMONWEALTH of VIRQIMIA
V irg in ia  Ins t i tu te  o f  M a r in e  Science
G l o u c e s t e r  P o i n t ,  V i r g i n i a  2 3 0 6 2
Maurice P. Lynch 
Sea Grant Director 
(804) 642-2111 SEA GRANT PROGRAM
Dear Northern Neck Charter/Head Boat Captain:
Enclosed are the catch record forms I mentioned in my recent 
letter. The gathering of catch information for your area is planned 
primarily for next year’s fishing season. However, to insure that 
we go about collecting the information in the manner most convenient 
and meaningful to you, we wish to test the operation now. If 
changes need to be made in the catch record forms or regarding other 
details, we can make adjustments now and be ready for spring. There­
fore, we are asking your assistance in testing our method for gathering 
catch information over the reamining weeks of your season.
Your cooperation is essential in recording the requested catch 
information from each fishing trip and sending in the record sheets 
when completed, Please notice that my return address and pre-paid 
postage are provided, If enough records are returned, the catch 
information will be compiled and monthly reports returned to each 
participant. All catch information returned is completely confidential 
and no individual captian or vessel will be mentioned in the reports.
Jon Lucy and I have been invited to your next Association 
meeting. At that time we will explain my study of your industry 
and gladly discuss with you any questions or suggestions for 
improvement you might have.
Sincerely
Anne Marshall 
Graduate Assistant
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Services
AM/dec
Enclosure
William J. Hargis, Jr.
Director
Maurice P. Lynch 
Sea Grant Director 
(804) 642-2111
m m
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SEA GRANT PROGRAM
VIMS CATCH RECORD INSTRUCTIONS
1. Please fill out one horizontal line of the catch record for each trip? include 
the exact date of the trip.
2. Explanation of the column headings;
a. "No. in Party" - number of people actually fishing.
b. "Hours spent fishing" - number of hours lines actually in the water; do not
count travel time.
c. "Bluefish", "Grey Trout", etc.
# / lbs. # / lbs. ~ record the total number (estimate) of each kind of 
of fish caught and their estimated total weight.
d. "Other"
# / lbs. - if you catch fish other than those listed, write in the kind of 
fish along with the estimated total number and weight. If necessary 
fill out unused columns for fish not listed.
e. "Fishing Area" - the general location where you fished, for example:
Middle Ground, Across the Channel, Vermar Beach, etc.
3. In the last column, if you were fishing specifically for certain kinds of fish, 
list these and the number of hours spent fishing for each, for example;
Blues - 4 hrs.; Grey trout - 3 hrs.
4. When the catch record sheet is completed, please fold it up, drop it in the
mail and begin a new sheet. Postage is provided.
5. A summary of the catch information for your area will be furnished you at the
end of the study. Your individual response will be kept confidential.
Thank you very much for your cooperation. If you have any questions, please call 
Anne Marshall or Jon Lucy in VIMS Marine Advisory Services (804/642-2111).
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Metric equivalents of English units of measurement
1 pound = .453 kilograms
1 ton (2000 lbs.) = .907 metric tons
1 inch = 2.54 centimeters
1 foot = .305 meters
1 mile = 1.609 kilometers
1 gallon =? 3.785 liters
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